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State chamber
president says
leaks hurting
school funding
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
Kentucky
Chamber
of
Commerce President/C.E.O.
Dave Adkisson told local
Chamber members on Tuesday
that three major
areas in the state
budget
were
leaking tax dollars away from
schools.
Adkisson was
the
featured
speaker at the
Murray Adkisson
Calloway
County
Chamber
of
Commerce's Business@Lunch
event, which was held in
Murray State University's
Curtis Center Ballroom. He said
the three biggest drains on the
state budget were corrections.
Medicaid and public employee
health care benefits. He said
bese problems were documented in a report the Chamber published in 2008 called "The
Leaky Bucket."
Adkisson said that in 2008.
Kentucky' was number one in
the nation in terms of how fast it
incarcerated its citizens. He said
it costs taxpayers $19,000 a
year to put each person in
prison, compared to $7,000 it
would take to send someone to
MSU or $9,000 to send someone to a local high school. He
said legislators want to be tough

Murray, KY 42071
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Bowling
a Turkey
Calloway County High School
science teacher Scott Sivills
hurls a frozen turkey down
the atrium hallway at CCHS
Tuesday afternoon during a
game of turkey bowling.
Students trom different classrooms competed in preliminary rounds and the teachers
got to participate in the final
round to determine the turkey
bowling champion. Sivills
knocked down 8 pins, securing the win for his class.
KYSER LOUGH
Ledger & Times

•See Page 2A

WEATHER
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MCCH closer
to naming
next CEO
TOMORROW

20s

Deihl Forecast
The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Showers likely
and possibly a thunderstorm.
Partly sunny, with a high near
63.
Wednesday Night: Showers
likely and possibly a thunderstorm_ Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 49.
Thursday: Showers likely
arid possibly a thunderstorm.
Cloudy, with a high near 58.
Thursday Night: A chance of
rain. Mostly cloudy, with a tow
around 28.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 41.
Friday Night: Mostiy clear,
with a low around 29.

City Council approves annual audit

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
The
Iviurray-Calloway
County Hospital board of
trustees is moving closer to
naming the next CEO of
MCCH.
Sandra Parks. board of
tnistees chair, said in a
statement this week that the
goal is to. have a person

II See Page 2A

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
have had a net gain of $123,000 if those
Staff Writer
unusual expenses were removed from the
The Murray City Council approved its
equation.
annual audit and a bid for a sewer project
Among the conclusions Melton
Tuesday night.
reached was that the city's accounting
Rick Melton of Alexander, Thompson
system was well-designed, noting that
Arnold presented the audit. He said the
there was a good segregation of duties
general fund had a net loss of $447,882
and he had only minor suggestions.
in 2009-2010, but that this was because
"Is it perfect? No. I've never seen a
of the $471,266 settlement on the lawsuit
perfectly designed accounting system,''
in which firefighters sued for retroactive
he said. "I: would probably take 20 or
overtime pay. There were also about
more accountants in your building to
$100,000 in attorney fees related to the
come up with a perfectly designed syssuit. Melton said the general fund would
tem. But I think you have a well-

Event organizers readying
for second Polar Plunge
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Driving the Cold

INDEX

7

designed system."
Melton was asked by council members
why some departments, including
the
sanitation and water departments, lost
money when grants weren't factored in.
He said he didn't have that informatio
n
in front of him, so he couldn't answer
the
question immediately'. Councilman Bill
Wells said part of the reason was proba
bly long-term investments like the purchase of sanitation trucks and replacement of water systems. Melton said
that

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger A. Times fife photo
In this photo from the 2010 Polar Plunge held ir.
February, Scott Ellison of Murray enters
the
cold waters of Kentucky Lake with a backflip. Elliso
n and 173 other people raised nearly
$30,000 for the Special Olyrnpics at the event, which
will be held again on Saturday, Feb. 19,
2011.

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
umping into a freezing
cold lake may only seem
interesting to those seeking a thrill, but now it can
serve as more than just an
adrenaline trip.
Serving as a fundraiser for
the Special Olympics, the second annual Polar Plunge is
scheduled for Saturday, Feb.
19, 2011. and has teams jumping into the chilly waters of
Kentucky' Lake at Kentucky
Dam Village State Resort Park
after raising funds for the
cause.
Last year in the inaugural
plunge event, 174 "polar

bears- jumped, raising nearly
$30,000. This money: was split
between the state Special
Olympics organization and
two local ones in Calloway and
Marshall counties.
"It was a pretty good success," said Laura Miller, local
Special Olympics coordinator
and member of the Polar
Plunge committee. "The state
set our goal at $20,000 and
expected only 100 participants
and we achieved and surpassed
both of those goals. We're setting our goals higher now."
This year, the comtnittee is
hoping to have 300 partici-

See Page 2A
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•Council...
From Front

KYSER LOUGH

Ledger & Times

THANKSGIVING KAY: John Durham and Caden Cobb. kindergarte
n students at North
Calloway Elementary, sing with the rest of their grade while dressed
as turkeys during a
Thanksgiving play at the school Tuesday afternoon.

MSU public safety
cherkpoints planned
Special to the Ledger
fyiurray State Firu‘ersity
Public Safety Department
will conduct traffic safety
checkpoints on campus
Nov. 29 through Dec. 9.
Officers will be checking
for impaired drivers. children that are not -properly
rdstrained in child safety
seats and to inform the public about the use of seatbelts.
Officers will be distributing "Mothers Against
Dnink Driving" red ribbons
as a reminder to refrain
from drinking and driving.
The checkpoints will be
conducted at approved
locations on campus.

III Chamber...
From Front
on crime. but the penal system
has gradually changed so that
many current prisoners are relatively low-level non-violent
drug otfenders being kept in a
very costly system.
Adkisson said public employee
health
benefits
have
increased in the last few years
and its growth has become
unsustainable. He also said that
more people are enrolled in
Medicaid than there are children
enrolled in schools.
"It's a very important social
service. it's a part of the social
network that our society has created. but it's extremely expensive and it's choking dollar%
away from our schools in
Kentucky." he said.
Adkisson said there was, however. some good news in the last
legislative session. He said the
state Chamber of Commerce

was successful in defeating
$300 million in proposed tax
increases, which amounted to
$4.699 saved per business. He
said the state Chamber tries to
stress to members how much
Kentucky politics affects business. He said about 80 percent
of the state's business climate is
shaped in Frankfort, not in
Washington. D.C. or by local
governments. He said it is his
job as the state's Chamber president to communicate to legislators how their actions affect
business from the perspective of
big employers like Toyota, UPS.
Lexmark and Humana. as well
as small businesses like a Main
Street hardware store.
"We try to combine the voices
of all those people and make a
coherent message that we can
deliver to our representatives so
they can see what their actions
are doing to help or hinder business as it attempts to grow in the
state of Kentucky."

Tenn. fisherrnen face
wildlife charges in Ky.
MURRAY. Ky.(AP)- State
wildlife officials in Kentucky
and Tennessee video recorded
two commercial fishermen foi
several days, then charged
them with netting undersize
paddlefish in Kentucky Lake.
According to published
reports, 55-year-old Richard V.
Sinclair and 33-year-old Kevin
D. Coblentz - both of Paris,
Tenn. - face 29 wildlife violation counts so far and 11 other
state charges arc pending with
federal charges possible.
'The men are accused of illegally harvesting fish eggs.
called roe. for use as caviar.
Sinclair and Coblentz were
also
observed
Tennessee
Wildlife Resources Agency
officers as they fished near the
Kentucky-Tennessee state line.
Tne suspects were arrested
Nov. 9.
The suspects were booked
into the Calloway County
Detention Center and freed on
$500 cash bonds.

tor the position by the
Wednesday, Jan. 5. 2011. meeting of the board.
When the position was first
posted, Parks said 109 resumes
were turned in from interested
applicants. From there. ten were
selected for further consideranamed

non.(Torrently. the board is considering six applicants.
Parks said as the field is narrowed in the search, the board

pants and $40,000 from the
event. Miller said she is working to involve Murray State
University more in the event
and was appreciative of the
teams from MSU that came last
year. She also said they have
moved the post-plunge bash to
Kentucky Dam Village and will
have a meal and band on site a%
well as feature the talent of
many of the Special Olympians.
To participate in the plunge,
each participant raises money
on his or her own, and can be
part of a team. The first $75
raised by' each individual goes
to the state organization and
then any amount past that is
split half and half with state and
local groups. Miller said the
fund that go to the state still
greatly benefit the local Special
Olympians as they' fund many
tournaments
and
training
events.
The idea to hold a local plunge
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,.ime about after Miller and others went to participate in an
event in Owensboro a few years
ago. They saw how: well the
event went and decided to get
together with coordinators in
Marshall County to host their
own plunge. In 2010, six Polar
Plunge events were held in
Kentucky, with 2.480 people
raising more than $618.0(Ki
Registration can be done on
the day of the event or in
advance
at
http://www.kintera.org/faf/hom
e/defauicasp?ievent=447949.
Registration will be open at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park from 9-11 a.m. the
morning of the plunge with
opening ceremonies and a costume contest at I I. The plunge
will take place from 11:30 a.m.
to 1 p.m. and will be immediately followed by the post-plunge
bash.

People who exhibit at an
American Quarter Horse show
earn points that turn into awards
or cash at the end of the year. By
competing at an AQHA show.
exhibitors and horses also can
qualify for an AQH A World
Championship show', the premier event in the entire equine
industry.
Each year. AQHA approves
more than 3,0(X) shows and special events across the globe
For more infomiation about
the West Kentucky QHS, contact Mark E. Harrell at (618)
397-1388.
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VALUABLE YEARNEND TAX TIPS FOR BUSINESS OWNERS
BUY A QUALIFIED GM VEHICLE AND PUT THE TAX STIMULUS PACKAGE TO WORK FOR YOU.
The 2010 Tax Stimulus Package provides significant tax benefits to business owners.
If you purchase an eligible vehicle, the available benefits may include:
• Immediate eligibility for an expense deduction • An additional 50% bonus of accelerated depreciation

GM Vehicle Deduction Eligibility
There are some limitations to the expense deduction, and one is vehicle eligibility.
2011 GMC Sierra 1500
Work Truck

2011 Cadillac Escalade
Premium SUV 4x4

Stock #213352
. -,roate

Stock r73457

$19,54.

Price wiRebate

MSRP S22.250

$72,189

MSRP' S78.465

GMC Yukon Denali
SUV 4WD
Stock *194445
4,batu

Price vpRebate

$42,915

MSRP S61.390

MSRP S46.185

2011 Chevy Avalanche

2011 Chevy Traverse LTZ

LTZ 4x4

SUV

Stock *40356

Stock *193182

'
4,
'

S48,01 U

MSPP S54.440

4.
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2011 GMC Acadia SLT2
SUV
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American quarter horse event to be held
Special to the Ledger
The West Kentucky QHS, an
American
Quarter
Horse
Association-approved show,
will be held Dec. 11-12, at the
Wm. "Bill" Cherry Ag. Expo
Center in Murray.
American Quarter Horse
shows test horses' abilities in
dozens of different classes and
feature exciting events such as
jumping. reining. barrel racing.
cutting, roping and pole bending. Additionally. halter classes
that judge American Quarter
Horses based on balance.
muscling and breed characteristics are held.

Lorene

employees

•Polar Plunge...
From Front

‘lurra I

Obitu

MCCH...
From Front

overall, the city's finances performed reasonably well.
"Sure. some funds lost big
numbers and some funds made
hig numbers. but at the end of
the game, you add them up
across the board, and there
was not a huge loss." he said.
Melton said the city's staff
was very cooperative and hc
had no trouble obtaining any
information for the audit and
the staff. He also said the
city's tax base appears stable
and is not in decline.
The council also approved a
bid from Rogers Group for
crushed limestone and another
bid for work for sanitary sewer
relocation at the Toyota of
Murray.' on South 12th Street.
Project coordinator Dennis
Thompson said the low bid
came in at $47,378.23 from
Youngblood Excavating &
Conti acting. Thompson said
he hoped to get the work done
within a couple of weeks.
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Lorene fAcCage
Lorene NicCage. 95. of Murray. died Tuesday, Nov. 23. 2010 at
2:50 p.m. Arrangements are incomplete. The J.H. Churchill Funeral
Horne is in charge of arrangements. and online condolences can
be
made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.

Theresa Szyszkiewicz
I heresa Sty stkiew h./. 66, of Murray. died Saturday, Nov. 20.
2010. at her home after an extended illness.
Born in Staten Island, N.Y., on Feb.19. 1944 to the late Woodrow
Hicks and Donate Grosso Hicks. she w.as eniployed by Jerome
Industries in Elizabeth. N.J., before moving to Murray!. She was a
member of the First Baptist Church in Murray.
In addition to her parents. Szyszkiewicz was preceded in death by.
one brother, Bennie Hicks.
She is survived by one daughter. Debra Bracaloni of Palm Bay..
Fla.; one son, James Szyszkiewicz and wife, Jennifer of Murray; two
sisters, Geraldine Forsythe and husband. Etidie and Linda Higgins
Hicks, all of Murray: one brother, kktiodrow Hicks and wife. Debbie
of Lebanon. Tenn.; and six grandchildren.
A memorial service will be held Saturday. Dec. 4. 2010, at I p.m.
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Kerry Lambert officiating.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com The tl Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arlangement.

Rosie L. Strieker
Rosie L. Striekei. 84. ()I Murray, died Monday, Nov. 23, 2010. at
Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
She was born in Edina. Mo. on April 13, 1926, to the late John and
Martha Ellen Culler.
In addition to her parents. she was preceded in death by. her husband. Lawrence Strieker; and 12 brothers and sisters.
Strieker is survived by one daughter. Evelyn Aucutt of Killeen.
Texas; two grandchildren. Martha Moore and husband. Christopher
of Murray. and Misty. Aucutt of Killeen: and six great-grandchildren.
There are no services scheduled at this time.
Online condolences can be made at vvww..thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Linda R. Lewandowski

KYSER
Ledger & T.mes
INTERVIE1NS: Seniors at Murray High School recently had the opportunity to participate in mock
interviews based on their
career interest with members of the community. Pictured, foreground. Darius Nabavi is interviewed
by Andy Graham while.
background, Kenzie Webster is interviewed by. Bill Wells.

Kentucky Secretary of Labor J.R. Gray
to retire; Brown named Acting Secretary

A Mass ol Christian Burial service for Linda R. Lewandowski, 70,
of Arcade. N.Y.. was held today, Wednesday., Nov. 24. 2010. at I()
a.m. in St. Mary's Church, East Arcade Road, East Arcade. Inteiment
was in S.S. Pefer & Paul Cemetery, Arcade.
Lewandowski died Sunday, Nov. 21. 2010. in Buffalo General
Hospital in Buffalo, N.Y.
Born Oct. 25. 1940, in North Tonawanda. N.Y. to the late John and
Ruth Realasall Gust. she was a member and Eucharistic minister of
St. Miuy's Church in East Arcade. N.Y. She was also a home healthcare aide for the Wyoming County, N.Y. Department of Health in
Warsaw, N.Y. and had previously worked at Motorola in Arcade and
the Sunny Day Rest Home in Yorkshire. N.Y.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her husband, Richard J. Lewandowski. whom she married (kt. 8. 1966, in
East Arcade, and who died Nov. 13, 1996.
She is survived by a brother, Roger Gust and wife. Pat of Murray;
two sisters, Mary "Sandy" Barber and husband, David of Stanley,
N.Y.. and Cynthia Parry and husband, Ed Freedom, N.Y.; and several nieces and nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Arcade Rescue
Squad, Arcade, NY or Mercy Flight, Buffalo, NY.
Arrangements were handled
W.S. Davis Funeral Home, Inc.

FRANKFORT.
-- Gos
Steve
Beshear
announced
Tuesday the retirement of
Kentucky Secretary of Labor J.R.
Gray.. Sec. Gray. has decided to
return to his hometown of
Benton, to spend more time with
his family.. according to a press
release from the gosernor's
office.
-When I returned the Latxir
Department to Cabinet-status. I
knew I needed someone to lead
the organization who would put
Kentucky's hard-working families first." said Gov. Beshear.
"Set. Gray has fulfilled this mission well, and I thank him for his
many years of service to the
state.Alonzo Benjamin 'Chuck' Milam, Jr.
Prior to his tenure at the
Funeral services for Alonio Benjamin "Chuck- Milam, Jr.. 84. of Cabinet. Sec. Gray. had a long
Novi, Mich., will be held Sunday!, Nov. 28, 2010, at career as a union leader. He also
2 p.m. at LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home served tor 26
years as a member
with Chad Kennedy officiating. Burial will he in
of the Kentucky House of
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery in Buchanan. Tenn.
Representatives.
including
'""'"'"
Visitation wili be Sunday. Nov. 28. from noon
Chairman of the House Labor
until funeral hour at the funeral home.
Serving as pallbearers will be Keith Prickett. Brandon Prickett. and Industry Committee for more
Dwayne Neihoff, David Neihoff, Ricky. Babb, Larry Kennedy and than a decade.
Kevin Kennedy.
"1 have been a lucky.. man
Milani died Sunday, Nov. 21. 2010, at his residence.
throughout my. life.- said Sec.
Born Jan. 22, 1926 in Paducah, he was a member of Puryear
Gray. "Leading the Labor
Baptist Church and retired after 26 years from Standard Tube Co. in
Cabinet
has been the culmination
Redford, Mich. He was also a U.S. Arrny World War II Veteran and
of an exciting career, from
a member of the V.F.W.
becoming a machinist in my
In addition to his parents. Alonzo Benjamin Milam. Sr. and Ante
Diann Nance Milam, he was preceded in death by four sisters, Belda tw.enties to representing the gtxid
Gray Tartan. Willie Evelyn Babb, Karen Reeves and Audrey Neiholl. people of the Sixth House
He is survived by his wife, Bonnie Mae Brannon Milam. whom he
District in the state legislature to
married on Dec. 24, 1949: two daughters. Glenda D. Pfickett and
Cabinet Secretary. I am proud of
husband. Terry of Walled Lake, Mich.. and Laurie K. Hauck of
the work of the Labor C'abinet
Fayetteville, Ga.:two sisters. hum Niehoff anti Sadie Neil Babb. both
of Paducah; and grandchildren. Keith Prickett. Brandon Prickett. under my leadership in protecting the safety and well-being of
Kellie Hauck, Aaron Hauck and Sean Hauck.
Kentucky. workers. However. I
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of memorial contributions made to Glenda D. Prickett, I()65 Lakeview Dr.. Walled Lake. haw reached a point in my life
MI 48390.
where, atter a very satisfying and
Arrangements are handled by Ridgeway Funeral Home in Paris. rewarding career. I am ready to
Tenn.
•
Black
Weekend!

Trareling Pants

slow. down, and spend more time
with iny loving family.Gov. Beshear has promoted
Deputy Secretary Mark Brown to
serve as Acting Secretary. of
Labor. "I has.e great confidence
in Mark's abilities. anti believe
his past expefience will serve the
people of the Commonsveaith
well.Brown served 14 years as a
state representative. serving
Meade. Hardin and Bullitt counties from 1985-1998. He served
as Meade County judge executive from 1998-2002. Prior to hi,
service as Deputy Secretarv.
Brown 'A orked the past five years
for Lusk Mechanical Services al
Fort Knox. During his tenure in
the legislature. Brown sersed on
the
Labor
and
Industry
Committee. chaired the Job

Training.
Licensing
&
Apprenticeships Subcommittee
and
chaired
the
Budget
Subcommittee
on
General
Government. which included the
Department of Labor budget.
Brown also served on the KY Job
Training Coordinating Council
and is a member of the United
Association of Plumbers and
Pipe Fitters Union Local 502
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STOCK. MARKET REPORT
Stuck price inforination6M available today'due to early publication

TOTAL CONSIGNMENT
Family
Money Fueryday"

"Saving Your

What does it mean? At The Murray Bank.
community means Murray, KY,our
hometown. Proud to be the only community
bank with their headquarters in Calloway
County. Providing strength, stability and
growth opportunities for our local schools,
I,usinesses, churches, and families is the reason
we're here. If supporting your community is
important to you, we invite vou to join us.
The Murray Bank ... welcome home!
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1701 N. 12th

Buying or Selling Stock?
Call the professionals at Hilliard Lyons
l'hanisgiving kurs

HILLIARD LYONS
The Ledger & Times
office will close at 11 a.m.
Wednesday and be closed
Thanksgiving Day.
The office will reopen
on Friday at 8 a.m.

Financiat Consultants1L-R)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murrav. KY 42071
270.753.3366 800•444.1854
Hours 8.00 a m -5 00 p m M-F
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The
Murray Bank
Holt Banking Sheidel Be,

4115 South 12th Street &
700 North 12th Street
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November is for
giving of thanks
For the poet Robert Frost. November.
the month of Nosember was 1988, Eveat once sad and beautiful. His lyn and I
poem "My November Guest- joyously
speaks t() that sadness and greeted oto
beauty:
son. Wesley.
"My Sorrow. when she's here into
the
with me. Thinks these dark world.
In
days of autumn rain arc beau- November.
tiful as days can be:
1993. EveHome and
She loves the bare. the with- lyn and I
Away
ered tree: She walks the sod- anxiously
By James
den pasture lane.
awaited the
Duane Bolin
Her pleasure will not let January.
Ledger & Times
me stay. She talks and I am 1994 binh of
Columnist
fain to list:
our (laughShe's glad the birds are gone ter. Cammie Jo. And then.
away. She's elad her simple sear after year vie celebrate
worsted gray. Is silver now the %cry act of giving thanks
with clinging mist.
on Thanksgiving Day.
The desolate. deserted trees.
So as we celebrate ThanksThe faded earth. the heavy sky. giv ing Day. we give thanks
The beauties she so truly for family and friends, for
sees. Sha thinks I have no eye hearth and home. for living.
for these.
for life. I hope it is not an
And vexes me for reason insult to Robert Frost for us
why. Not yesterday I learned to change only one word of
to know
his elegant poem:
The love of bare Novem"For Gladness filet Sorrow1,
bet days Before the coming when she's here with
me.
of the snow.
Thinks these dark days of
But it were vain to tell her autumn rain Are beautiful as
so. And they are better for her days can be:
pra i se.
She loves the bare. the withFor nie. November is a ered tree: She walks the sodmonth of beauty. to be sure. den pasture lane.but it is not sad: instead. the
Just one word changed. hut
month of November is filled in the -words of Frost in anothwith joy and remembrance. er. more famous poem.
"that
which inevitably- leads me to has made all the difference."
deep and profound thankfulness.
Duane Bohn teaches in the
'This is the month for thank- Department of History at Murfulness after all.
ray State University. Contact
In November. 1982. Eve- him
at duane.bolinCismurlyn and 1 lociked forward to raVstate.edu.
our December wedding. In

LETTERS POLICY
V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editoremurrayledger.com.
V Letters mailed er faxed must be signecl and have
address and phone nutnber for verification purposes. Emailed letters rnust have address and phone number.
V No lefters will be printed anonymously.
V Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
V The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
V Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole. will not be
accepted.
V Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & limes
staff.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Things that bring back Thanksgiving memories
A friend from high school
sends pictures of Simplicity
patterns for aprons. hearkening back to the day s when
every woman had a wardrobe
ot them. one for every occasion.
They. came bibbed and
unbibbed:
appliqued
and
embroidered: trimmed in lace
or ruffles: fastened with bows
or buttons. No-nonsense labries ranged from simple white
muslin or no-nonsense gingham. but special occasions
called for satin or organdy to
protect a hostess's cocktail dress
or other fancy Inx:k.
At Thanksgiving. every
apron in the house was pressed
into service. a standard accessory for all females.
Food preparation began early
in the day- and lasted through
dinner and dessert, with a round
of turkey sandwiches at midnight.
In
my house, mother
launched the routine
by
wrestling the giblets from the
turkey and then plunging them
into boiling water. Just about
every year one of the kids
threw them out "by mistaketo save us from the glistening
pellets. yet Mother insisted on
saving them because. supposedly. they added to the gravy's
flavor. As far as cooking. my
mother did the heavy lifting.

so to speak. with me and my
sisters called in for less demanding chores.
There were potatoes to peel.
green beans to trim. linen napkins to he folded and placed
properly' on the table, along with
the full contingent of silverware. including salad fork.
dessert fork and two teaspoons.
While we attended to those
tasks. Mother concocted thc
white sauce for creamed onions
and supersised the potato rnashing and the excision of the
stuffing from the turkey carcass.
When my sisters and brother got marned and moved out
of the house. they developed
their own Thanksgiving rituals. For unknown reasons,
Audrey perpetuated the giblet
tradition and niy brother kept
the creamed onions. Pamela.
always the middle child. cre
ated an amazing confection her
kids call "Pam's slop.'" a recipe
that calis for miniature marshmallows. shredded cocoanut
anti sliced green grapes. a sugary stew that makes your teeth
hun.
.leanne has been known to
eschew the whole turkey deal.
opting for dinner in a restaurant with someone else wearing the apron.
Which brings me to the
pnint of Thanksgiving and

By Will Durst
Cagle News Service
The fourth Thursday of
November is definitely the
bestest holiday. Food. Fatnily.
Friends and Football. Four of
the five Fs. I most fondly
remember the Thanksgiving%
of yesteryear.
The big. old family reunions.
which I looked forward to.
until about five seconds after
I hit the driveway. then it all
comes back... why I left home.
And they always made me sit
at that stupid fold-up caidboard kid%. table. Never got
io graduate to the wooden table
because none of them would
die. Darn medical advances.
Thanksgi% ing was my. moth-

er's designated holiday, and
she thought she was cooking
for the Eighth Tank Battalion.
Every,. year she'd seek out a
mutant poultry fann and buy
a turkey the size of a La-ZBoy recliner. so it was turkey
for weeks. Turkey till YOL!
trot.
Turkey sandwiches. turkey
salad. turkey a la king. turkey,.
shakes. until finally.. turkey carcass in hot water. Sour No.
Ma. it's skeleton juice. Gobble till you wobble.
These were potluck occasions, with every family responsible for schlepping their version of a vision of a side dish.
Lime Je11-0 with olive shreds
in it. Because green food is
nutritious food. 0 rstei -aisin
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aprons and
should be preserved for future
favorite
generations.
family roe
Story Corps launched the
tines.
For
National Day of Listening. and
most of us.
the observance becomes more
Thursday is
popular each year. Since 2(X/3.
about food
StoryCorps has collected and
and family.
archived more than 30,01/0
For the past
interview's from more than
f
e
w
60,01X1 panicipants and one (il
decades. the
the largest oral history projday alter the
ects of irs kind
becom e Main Street
For more information log
Constanc
By
e
Black Frion to http://nationaldayotlistenAlexande
r
day, desigLedger Tirnes ing.org/participate. There are
nated
for
intersiew guides. advice on
Columnist
shopping
chtxwing recording equipment.
from
the
and videos of some memotime the stores open at dawn rable Story Corps interviews.
until they close at night.
Additional background is availFor those with less merce- able at http://storycorps.org/
nary inclinations. Friday' is also including Scott Macauley's
a National Day of Listening. interview about a Thanksgivdesigned as a way to celebrate ing tradition he started twenwith the people you care about ty-five years ago. His story
by recording and presersing begins like this: "I put an ad
intersiews about their lives. in the local paper and offered
The Internet provides guidelines to cook Thanksgiving dinner
on preparing for oral history for twelve people.interviews. but for most of us
Our NPR affiliate, WKMSthe conversation can begin with FM. plays Story Corp intera simple request: "Tell me views every Friday as part of
about your life.the usual Morning Edition. This
Sometimes a prop like an Friday is no exception. WKMS
old apron. a cherished serving is online at www.wkms.org.
spoon. a faded tablecloth that
Read Main Street online at
is laundered and ironed to per- wvist.nturrayledgercom. Confection for the holiday table tact the columnist directly
at
every year can launch a price- constanceolexander€sneww
ase
less discussion ol the past Oho
(M111t.ner.

Remembering Thanksgivings of yore
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Our Elected Officials
State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
ken.wintersitIrc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Rep. Melvin Henley (D-Murray)
Rootr 329J Capitol Annex

Frankfort. Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

dressing.
Lamb
pudding.
Creamed rutabaga. Beet-pear
slay.. Hollowed-out pickles
filled with ranch dressing and
cheese curds. Herring balls.
Thineen-heart salad. No. I
wish I were making this up.
I had no idea there were 13
different types of edible beans.
I had no desire to eat them
all at one sitting.
I certainly would not have
chosen to be in a houseful of23 other people who had eaten
13 types of edible beans.
"Crack a window. Billy."
"W'ell. break it then.C'andle flames turning blue
all over the house. "Methane
is our friend."
Dinner is delayed because
my. mother's sister is late. and
tour assembled families %hi)
last ate at breakfast are taunted by- the fowl perfume of a
roasting turkey for six hours and
are as frenzied as coyotes suspended oyer a yard full of
wounded bunnies.
All of the nuts and chips
and some of the throw-pillows
and smaller children have long
since disappeared.
My' aunt finaliy arrives
accompanied by her bizarre
mystery food. Seems innocent
enough: a glass Pyrex dish
with tinfoil on top. International symbol for !lomat food.

I believe. But no. it's a food
ruse. A culinary. ambush. Lift
the foil and this stench shoots
straight up. Ceiling tiles curling at the edges. Three nxims
away watching football. grown
men go. "What was thaer
C'hildren crying uncontrollably..
"Daddy, I'm scared.A greasy. grey mass that
appeared to be boiling. but is
nowhere near any. apparent heat
source. Round. misshapen
objects floating to the surface.
Nobody would go near it.
Somebody made a feeble
attempt and the spoon broke.
Mom elbows me in the side:
'Billy. try.. some of Aunt Hoogolah's Dupamouche." "()Iyay. Ma.
let me get a separate plate."
The old separate plate trick.
VY'e lost more anitnals that way.
The evening ends with two
matriarchs locked in a mortal
death clinch. bumping bellies
on the hack porch with 100
rum. menthols dangling from
their mouths while their spouses trade wild. drunken blovws
on the driveway and the kids
pelt them with greasy poultry
bones from behind raked piles
of leaves.
Aah. memories.
Anti that %AS way had. in
2009. Some traditions never die.
This year. I'm bringing the
Dupamouche.
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Hospital educates
employees on safety
Special to the Ledger
I old,,yees throughout Murray-Calloway C'ounty Hospital.
along
ys MI volunteers. members of the medical staff
and guests are
requested to take part in the hospital's annual Safety Culture
Survey
during December.
The survey will he posted on the MCCH intranet at the Service
Excellence Training link for all employees. This annual survey to
deterrnine patients/ residents, families, volunteers and staff inciudMg medical staff) opinions. needs and perceptions of risks to
patients/residents and suggestions for improving patient/resident
safety is a part of MCCFFs Patient/Resident Safety Program. It
has
been conducted annually since 2002 and been responsible for many
safety improvements.
Last year's survey was completed by 189 employees. We hope
that even more will take the opponunity to complete the survey this
year. including using it to communicate any specific safety concerns. Senior leaders and safety ctxmlinators review the survey
results and plan actions to improve identified needs.
For more infomiation about safety culture initiatives at MCCH.
contact Mary Sue Hubbard, PI/Risk Manager at 762-1528.

pia ;
,vidad
LEADERSHIP TOMORROW AT MCCH: Pictured are students
and teachers from Murray and Calloway County school sys
tems who participated in Health Day at Murray-Callowa County
y
Hospital as part of the Leadership Tomorrow prograrn. along
with Melony Bray, Director of Marketing at MCCH. During
the 10th anniversary of Leadership Tomorrow. students visited
MCCH to learn about healthcare careers and tour the new South
Tower. They also got hands-on experience in Ultrasound.
Nuclear Medicine, CT, Outpatient Surgery and the Emergen
cy Department. The class ended their day with a trip to the Center
for Health & Wellness to learn about wellness careers and even participa
ted in the popular Zumba class.

MCCH Endowment sets marathon date
Special to the Ledger
Murr y - C' a 11 ow ay
Endowment for Healthcare will
host the first ever Murray
Marathon and 5K run. Current
sponsors for the race are:
Murray
C'alloway
County
Hospital. Center for Health &
Wellness, the City of Murray
and County of Calloway. who
are teaming together to host the
Murray Marathon and 5K run on
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RELAY FOR LIFE FUNDRAISER: Physicians and staff at
Primary Care Medical Center entered a contest for the firs
POD or section to fill up a standard empty water bottle with
nothing but dimes. The dimes filled the water bottles until a
winner vs,as reached. The winner was Pediatrics, raising $110.
This is a simple fundraiser idea for individuals, business
offices, etc. The Pediatrics group earned a gift card and a
lunch provided by Dr. Marsha Adams for their win and
efforts
for raising this money for Relay For Life. Pictured, from left,
is
Whitney Pile, Adams, Laura Sexton, Dr Joyce Hughes,
Brittany Overbey and Sherry Underwood.
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fund where monies can be used
to the area of greatest need.
To register before the event.
forms can he picked up or
dropped off at the Murray.Calloway Endowment office
located on ihe second floor of
the hospital. or the MCC!'
Center for Health & Wellness.
Individuals also have the opportunity to register on-line at
www.runwalkmurray.org.
Forms may also he mailed tie
Murray-Calloway Endowment -Murray Marathon. 803 Poplar
St.. Murray. K). 42071.
The entry fee is $45 it. you
register before Dec. 31 for the
marathon. which includes a
guaranteed tech runniiir

with pre-registration The entry
fee tOr the 5K run is 525 if registered
before
Dec. 31.
Beginning Jan. 1. 2011 registration fees will increase
To register on-line or for
additional information. please
visit our website at www.runwalkinurray.org or call the
Endowment Office 4i 762-1800.
or email endowment@murrayhospitalein4. Also available online is a marathon training
schedule. Same-day registration
will not be available. so sign up
today.
Additional
sponsorship
opportunities are available. To
sponsor this event. contact Keith
Travis at 762-1908 or 227-0253.
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Saturday. April 16. 2011. It will
begin at 7 a.m. at the Center for
Health & Wellness on Poplar
Street.
The event will raise funds to
support the Murray Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare
which supports raising funds for
the residential hospice house.
rural physician education program. a new equipment fund.
and the unrestricted general
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CLINIC OF AEST KENTUCKY

Dedicated to Diagnosing
and Treating
Chrot;ic Cough.

Photo provided

Pictured are employees from the Health Information
Management Department at MCCH celebrating Health
Information Week.

If you have a problem
with Chronic Cough

Health information
please call
celebrated at MCCH THE COUGH CENTER
Richard
Stout,
M.D.. P.S.C.

Special to the Ledger
The Health Information
Management Depanment at
Murray-Calloway
(..ounty
Hospital celebrates Health
Information Week
•
"Health information is vital
to the delivery of care. and so is
keeping it secure... said Allison
Sloan. marketing specialist
"Health information manage
ment (11-11MI and technology
professionals work diligently
throughout thc year to ensure
valuable intOrmation is only
available to those who need it
and no one else.
"It's more than a commit
ment. It's a mission, and •
essential to maintaining the 11.11,
of the people and communities

safe. reliable hands. Equally
important. this week is a tune to
recognize and reward the hard
vy :Irk and tireless commitment
of valued staff members who
help you keep health information private ansl protected
throughout Mc year-
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We serve.

"It's also a cause we celc
hratc anti reconfinn each year
during Health Information
Privacy. and Security Week
'United in a Mission tiv ['rotes!
Information' was the theme thi
the 2010 celebration. The mes
sage was displayed to reassure
the public their information is ill
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Murray Alcoholics
Anonymous lists its
present schedule
Murray
Alcoholics
Anonymous holds meetings at
615 South 12th St.. in the
Southside Shopping Center

FUN & FASHION
Ely 0.K..Keiley

As we gather around the table tor
lhanksgtsing
vear let's really he
thankful for all ot the blessings we
hase
Let us bless our troops and their families and pray tor their safe retum
home
Most of us *Ill es en indulge with our
meal, so wear loose fitting clothing
Thursday
It you are hioking tor comfon try our
Ponte knit pant, and in Nor N'our
Daughters Jeans You w lose them
Legging, and jeggings look terrif.
with the longer tops arid they hidc
lot'
We tune ,ome new Pont(' knit skli•
iackets and dresses, pi,•
•
holidays. and they vi
,pring
Buy a top and get your pants I/2 •••
[Toni our pant rack
We have free gitt N rapping and don't
forget our vs ish list. we will call your
Santa and let him know what '• OU
Walli
C011giatUlaill'PN to Dawn Therrell
who won the clutch hag this
Follov. us on Facchss
!he give awas is each w
in the store
We have new Sandra Bullock %katches in large and small faces anti
Christmas styles
Happy Thanksgiving to all and
happy shopping We hope to see you shop Murray first. and support the
merchants who donate to your
.ind organizations
'h.“ tuned ft, ne,
.

Legion Post 73 postpones
Friday meal

Cngagemen/

American Legion Post 73 of Murray will
not host a meal for veterans and their friends
on Friday. !siov. 26. because of the
Thanksgiv ing holiday. The meals•ill resume
on Dec. 3 and continue each Friday from 6-9
p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Kee
Creek Drive. For questions. call 752-3333.

behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows- Sunday. 8 p.m.. closed, no
smoking. 12x I 2 study Monday.
noon. open. no smoking. 8 p.m.
open. smoking: Tuesday'. 8 p.m.
closed. no smoking; Wednesday.
11 a.m. closed. no smoking, 6
p.m.. closed. ladies meeting.
smoking. 8 p.m., open. smoking: Thursday. 8 p.m. closed.
smoking. big book meeting:
Friday. I 2 noon, open. no smoking. lunchtime meeting, 8 p.m.
open, smoking. Newcomers:
Saturday. 10 a.m.. open. nosmoking. 8 p.m. open. no-smok-

Need Line seeks volunteers
Need Line is in need of volunteers for the
can lift at least .30 pounds. are
Sanci Teague. organized. have a working knowledge of a walk
Community
behind fork lift. and enjoy working with others.
editor
If interested. call -753-NEED or stop by office at
638 South 4th St.

Datebook

Blood Riter Baptist will have their annual community-wide
Thanksgiving Day meal on Thursday, Nov. 25. at noon. Everyone is
welcome. Church is located five miles from New' Concord on
Highway 444

Community Dinner to be Thursday

This year's Community Thanksgiving Dinner will be held on
I hanksgiving Day. Niov. 25. at the Murray Banquet Center. 926 S.
12th St.(in the Bel-Air Shopping Center next to Fred's). A traditional dinner will be served from 11:30 a.m. until I p.m. A brief nondenominational worship service will he held at II a.m. for those N
wish to attend. All are welcome.

•.•••••••

•

The8tres

1008 Chestnut St
NO CHFCKS.

Song service event to be held

SCHEDULE GOOD THRIS DEC: 2
Showtornes Before 6 p en.
Daily Thru-Nov. 28
rnovneimmurray com

Colley and Hill

Love & Other Drugs
•
•

P‘ - 1:25 - 3:45 - 7:30 - 9:50

Burlesque

•
•

PG13 - 1:00 - 3:30 - 7:15- 9:45

•
•
•

The Next Time Days
PG13 - 1:30 - 9:00

•
•
•
•

Megamind 3D
• PG - 4:00 - 6:55
• SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
DAILY THRU NOV 28 •

Tangled 3D

.

•

• PG - 12.55 - 3:15 - 7:00 - 9:15
•
•. Harry Potter & Deathly Hallows
PG13 - 12A5 -3:40- 645- 9:40
•
• Unstoppable
PG13 - 1:45 - 3150 - 7

- 9 20

Morning Glory
PG13-3:25 - 9:30
R - 1:15- 7:25
Program Information.Call 753.3314

305 SOL:th '21!,• Myr? K r • 753
www.dkkeiley.com

Al and Linda Colley of Sedalia. announce the engage
ment of their
daughter. Alison Lynn Colley. to Christopher
Glenn Hill. son of Roy
and Lisa Hill of Murray.
Miss Colley is the granddaughter of the late Vernon
and Evelyn
NIcPherson and the late Alfred and Mary Colley. all
of Cuba.
Mr. Hill is the grandson of Junior and Shirley
Garland and Glen
and Georgia Hill, all of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2006 graduate of Graves C'ounty
High School
and a 2(X17 graduate of John A. Gupton Mortuary
College with an
Associate of Arts degree in Mortuary Science. She
is attending
Murray State University and will graduate in Decemb
er 2010 with
a Bachelor of Science degree in K-5 Elementary Educati
on and K12 Special Education.
The groom-elect is a 2005 graduate of Calloway County
High
School and attended West Kentucky Community
and Technical
College for Diesel Mechanic Training. He is currentl
y employed by
Backhoe and Trucking.
'The wedding will be Saturday. Dec. I K. 2010. at
3 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ in Murray.
All family and friends are invited to attend. Only out-of-town
invitations are being sent.

Due Date

•

einyagemen/
Hill and Murdock
Debbie Hill and Ray Murdock announce their engage
ment and
approaching marriage.
The wedding will be Sunday, Nov. 28. 2010. at
2 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
All family and friends are invited to attend.

& Gifts

(=

After
Thanksgiving Sale

lir

Socks for Santa to be held
Socks tor Santa will be held Thursday.
Dec. 2. from 5-7 p.m. at
the Murray Chamber of Commerce. Support the local
school systems with the Santa Project and Tiger Christm
as by donating children's socks to give children Warlil feet this winter.
Bring one or
more pairs and receive a free gift. Bring six pairs
and receive discount on holiday baskets. Door pnzes every half hour.
This event is
open to the public. A donation of children's socks is request
ed. For
more infonnation, call Cindy Graves at
978-0101_

Compassionate Friends to hold dinner
The

local C'ompassionate Friends chapter will hold their
annual
Candlelight Memonal Dinner on Thursday. Dec. 2.
at 7 p.m. in the
fellowship hall at the University Church of Christ. Entranc
e to the
fellowship hall is in the rear of the building. Those
attending are
asked to bring 1-2 dishes of food to share as well as
a picture of their
child and candle to light in their memory. For more infornia
tion, call
MC'CH Chaplain Kerry: Lambert at 762-1274 or Compass
ionate
Friends Coordinator Hilda Bennett (731 )498-8324.

Unanimous, a faith based addictions program
, will
nieet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood
Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is pro% ided. For
more information or for
a ride. call the church office at 753-1834.
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WATCH needs aluminum cans
WATCH Center

at 702 Main St., Murray. needs alutnin
um cans
for an on-going fund-raising project. Peggy
Williams. director, said.
"These may be taken to the center during
regular hours: or persons
may drive through the driveway on the west
side of the center and
plate them in the cotton wagon there anytime
day or night: or may
be donated at a Make A Difference Day at
Murray State University
Stewart stadium parking lot."
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Everathing $1.00 or Less!
Home Dewy Cir.:curly Cards. Party Supplies.
Board Games. Toys. & So Much More'

Pie* Store Hour§
Thurs. 10am-6pm
Fri. 10am-6pm
Sat. 10am-4pm
CLOSED Thanksgiving Day

The Callow:ay' County Sal% anon Army Service Unit
is still in
need of bell ringers for this weekend. There are slots availabl
e from
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. on both Friday, Nov. 26 and Saturda
y, Nov. 27 at
both of the entrance doors to Wal-Mart. To sign-up
, call Kerry
Lambert after 5 p.m. at 753-7265 or leave a message during
the day'.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers'

()pen Mon. - Sat 9-5
Sun. 1-5

Everyday!

Salvation Army in need of bell ringers

The Sigma Departinent of the Murray Woman's
Club is hosting
Breakfast with Santa on Saturday. Dec. 11. from
9:3(1-11:30 a.m. at
the Munray Woman's Clubhouse. The cost is
$5 per person and
includes breakfast. cookie decorating. crafts
and a picture with
Santa. Tickets are available at Vintage Rose
Emporium. Thornton
Tile and Marble, Sigma Depanment members
or at the door. For
more information. call 753-7684.

• Cut[-nisei;Firs
• Pine Roping
• Fresh Wreaths

Mr. and Mrs
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Mrs. Christmas Snowflake pageant will be
held Saturday. Nov. 27, at 19 a.m. at the Kentucky Dam
Convention
Center. Attire is Christmas wear. For more informa
tion, call (2701
7f/3-1601.

Breakfast with Santa tickets available

--Just Arrived

and N.'

Christmas Snowflake pageant to be held
The Little Mr. and

The third annual 5K Reindeer Run will he held Saturda
y. Dec. 4.
at 5:45 p.m. beginning in the Trigg County Middle
School Gym,
Cadiz. Proceeds benefit Bright Life Farrns. Inc. Registra
tion fee for
active military and for ages 18 and under is $15.
All others is $18 if
registered before Nov. 25, after which is $20. To
register, contact
Toni Martinazzi at tomartz@bellsouth.net.

* ALL Giftware
* Garden & Home Decor
* Christmas Ornaments
* Silk Wreaths &
Centerpieces

N.,

The C'hurch Of The Living. God. 502 North L.P. Miller Street.
will host a special song service on Friday. Nov. 26. at 7 p.m.
featuring Skyline Mission Church from Elizabethtown, along
with the
children of Joyce Bramley Beasley.. formerly of Murray. and
Jerome
Beasley. Everyone is invited to attend. For more informa
tion. call
1,270) 293-6213.

5K Reindeer Run to be held

20% OFF

Acrauclo t

warchouw who

Blood River Baptist to have meal

II See Page 7A
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Black Friday Spe,cials
Vera Bradley Exclusive Holiday FREE
with any
$100 Vera B.radley Purchase
F'ANIDORA Sleigh Ornament FREE.
with any
$100 Pos
!NDORA Purs'hase
PLUS pring a Stocktng and Receive 20%
Off Everything
you can stuff inside' Limit 1 Stocking
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r. and Mrs. Herschel Pace
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Pace will observe their 75th wedding
niversary on Nov. 28. 2010. Mr. Pace and ihe former Nadine
raham were imtrried on that date in 1935.
They are the parents of a son. Ronald Pace and wife, Janice: and
daughter, Janice Outland and husband, Dale.
They are the grandparents of Lynn McBee. Jennifer Hejduk. Leta
odges, Sheri Outland and Melissa Outland.
They have three great-granddaughters, Heather Jones. Alexis
nes and Megan McBee: and a step-great-grandson. Justin McBee.

Special to the Ledger
Mum! St.ce Cniversity's listener-supported public radio
service WKMS is now broadcasting -Travel with Rick
Steves," Sunday's at 6 p.m., following "Car Talk.- Sieves has a
nationally sliccessfgl multimedia travel business and
brings his expertise to public
radio as well.
,As
seen
at
www.ricksteves.com. Steve.
offers practical travel information trom how to get rail passes
and travel insurance to great
places to tour with his guidance.
Listeners hear conversations
about the history. food, and cultures of interesting places to
visit around the world.
Since 1990, Steves has grown
his audience with public and
commercial television and public radio travel specials. WKMS
decided to add the weekly radio
program because public radio
listeners love to travel. both virtually and actually.
For more information about
Murray State's public radio
service including 91.3 WKMS.
Murray: WKMS HD-1 and AllClassical HD-2: 90.9 WKMD.
Madisonville; 89.5 WKMT.
Fulton: 99.5 Pans. TN: and AllClassical 92.5 Padui:ah and
101.5 Madisonville. call 80)599-4737 or visit our website at
www.wkms.org.
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Announcemen/
Brett Maverick Bennett
Michael and Tamara Bennett
of Murray. are the parents of d
son, Brett Maverick Bennett,
born Sept. 3. 2010, at 12.11 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County'
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds three ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the
former Tamara Tucker
Grandparents are Terry and
Jail Tucker, Kathy Bennett and
the late Jim Bennett. all of
Murray.
Great-grandparents
are
Shirley Tucker and the late Jerry'
Don Tucker. the late Ted and
Norella Potts, the late William and Sally Futrell and the late Bud and Audra Daphne
Bennett
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WINNERS: Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) of Calloway and Marshall
Counties,
Inc. recently held their second Annual Chili Challenge on Saturday, Nov.
20. at the CASA
office, Poplar Street, Murray. Judging this year's chili submissions were Judge
Mattingly,
Jason Pittman and Aaron Dail. Winners were Heidi Couch, "Best Chili" CFSB,
second-placw
and Poplar Spring Baptist Church Youth Gioup. third-place

AA ...
From Page 6A
ing, speaker meeting: last
Saturday in the month at 8 p.m.
"Eat-n-Meet" potluck.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to
give it up. Open meetings are
for anyone who wants to attend
an AA meeting.
For information. call Mitch
753-9320. Chuck at 436 755?
or Dixie at 873-8172.
Calk fo;an appointment 9 73-CREW12739 • 1206 Joimson Blvd.
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Thanksgiving 1?•lessings To All
As we count our blessings this
Thanksgiving, we count your
friendship among them. May
you and your family enjoy a
happy and healthy season.
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Queen-to-be Kate Middleton
is global media magnet
By JILL LAWLESS
Associated Press
LONIX)N ( AP) — Are you ready. for your close-up now. Kate?
When Pnnce William popped the question, he niade fiancee Kate
Middleton one of the most-photographed. most-pursued women in
the %odd.
Since the announcement of the couple's engagement. Middleton
dubbed -the Cinderella of Bucklebury" by. Italy's La Stampa
newspaper -- has adorned front pages and websites around the
world. photographed showing off her nng and checking out a possible wedding s entio. Westminster Abbey.
William is &termitic,' she will not suffer the hounding evenenced by his mother. Princess Diana. But protecting her may be difficult in the face of insatiable media interest.
"She's the main es ent now," said Max Clifford, Britain's bestknow n celebnty publicist — and that means Middleton will have to
watch her every step.
"She shouldn't be roller-skating in hot pants." Clifford said. refernng to a much-reprinted 2008 photo of Middleton looking unsteady
on wheels at a chanty disco event. "She's got to eat, breathe. drink
and sleep 'What's good for the royals, what would be bad for the
roy alsr•
She may he inarry ing a future king, but many British people say
they. don't envy Middleton.
"I feel bad for the poor girl." said Kayla Healey..25. a social worker from Brighton in southern England. "She's been able to stay out
of the limelight pretty much the entire time and now she is going to
be absolutely' bombarded."
At least she has a good guide in William. The 28-year-old grew up
in the public eye. a handsome royal pinup, and seems to have coped
well. William appears comfortable in front of the cameras — unlike
his father, Prince Charles, who is often stiff and pointedly ignores
the gaggle of royal reporters who cover his engagements.
But William's ease hides a deep-seated mistrust. rooted in the
media hounding expenenced by his mother. who was pursued by
paparazzi until her death in a Pans car crash in 1997.
The intense scrutiny endured by Britain's royals is partly the reason William waited so long to ask Middleton to marry him. in an
interviess this week. William said he "wanted to give her a chance
to see in and to back out if she needed to before it all got too niuch."
""I'm trying to learn from lessons done in the past," he said.
The rules of the media game have changed since Diana's death.
for which many. hold the press at least partly responsible. A coroner's inquest concluded that she died because of "grossly negligent
driving" by her driver, Henri Paul, who was drunk. and the
paparazzi who were following them.
Since Diana's death the royal family has become more savvy —
and more willing to go to court. where the right to privacy has been
strengthened by a series of British legal rulings over the past
decade.
Rod Dadak, a privacy expert with London law firm Lewis Silkin.
said there is a widespread feeling that William and Kate should be.
allowed to "enjoy their engagetnent without being pursued all the
time."
"Of course they are celebrities. but they are entitled to a private
life like anyone else — up to a point," he said.
Where that point lies is a matter for negotiation. and occasionally
litigation.
While William was a student at St. Andrews University in
Scotland. the British press agreed to leave him alone. in retum for
occasional photo opportunities arranged by the palace.
He and Kate were first seen together pubiicly on a skiing holiday
in 2004, three years after they met. But when they graduated the
next year. the floodgates opened.
Soon the paparazzi were snapping the couple on evenings out,
staking out Kate's home as she left for work, even photographing
her as she got a parking ticket. On one occasion in 2007, the pair
were protected by 10 police officers as they left a London nightclub.
On Kate's 25th birthday, more than two dozen photographers and
television crews staked out her London home.
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MFD raises $2,704 for MDA 'boot'campaign
Special to the Ledger
oar dunng the MDA "Fill-theBoot' dnve. hundreds of firefighters
from the Tn-State area participated in
the event and raised a record S70,000
for local children and adults battling
neuromuscular disorders.
Locally, the Murray firefighters.
with 100 percent participation, raised
S2,704 to benefit the Muscular
Dystrophy Association and "Jerry's
Kids". The firefighters volunteered at
the local retailers with their boots in
hand to collect dollars and coins from
passersby.
MDA helps children and adults who
are affected by any of 43 neuromuscular diseases covered by MDA's comprehensive medical services and
research programs. Such services
include the MDA Clinic (physical.
occupational. and respiratory therapy),
summer camp for youngsters. support
groups, and a loan closet for medical
equipment. MDA receives no govemment funding and charges no fees to
Photo provtded
Pictured are Greg Fuqua and Dickie Walls accepting a plaque to recognize their particthose served by the Association.
For more information on MDA,visit ipation in the "Fill-the-Boor drive on behalf of the Murray Firefighters from MDA Director
Jennifer Williams.
www.mda.org or call 073)335-4400.

Rethink Possible

Regional tobacco youth conference set
Special to the Ledger
audience pamcipation to conMore than I(X) high school vey his message. He speaks to
students will take part in the the students about the dangers
Help Overcome Tobacco Youth of tobacco use, the influences of
Conference on Wednesday. Dec. media and demonstrates to the
1, in Murray.
students that they can use their
The day-long event will take power of influence in a positive
place at the Curris Center on the way.
campus of Murray State
Throughout the conference.
University. Students from 11 attendees have an opportunity to
different schools will represent participate in team building
10 counties in our area, it was activities and breakout sessions.
reported.
These students are among hunThe students will hear James dreds of conference participants
Warren. "The Youth Motivator" working on tobacco issues
from New York. Warren speaks throughout Kentucky.
to thousands of teens across the
The events begin at 9 a.m.
United States each year. He uses
For more inforrnaton contact
magic and illusions along with Stacy Harris at (270)444-9625.
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Guard III Sr.

Guard II Jr.

Amanda Winchester Haley Armstrong
2.7
2009 /0
/, 7
The lowdown:
Winchester M as a key
..ontributor off the
bench a year ago. and
recei‘ed starter-like
111111111e S LISI season.
This year. the senior
mines in to the starting
line up. and will be the
Lady Tigers' go-to
ilefensi% e stopper. but
she is also a proven
scorer.

The lowdown: The anti= leading scorer in
Murray High Lady'
Tigers' history',
Armstrong returns for
her junior year. It)oking
to help build off a 30-5
campaign just a season
ago. Armstrong is a
good three-point shooter. but has the ability' to
get to the rim and dray,.
contact as well.

Guard•Sr.

Marie Foster
2009-10 Sti, •
available

2009-10 Statistics: 15.1
101'g
The lowdown: Starks
is one of the better
scoring point guards in
the First Region. and
has the ability to take
over a game offensively. After a successful
freshman season. the
high-energy' guard is
looking to help lead her
team into the Sweet
Sixteen for a second
straight year.

Guard MI So

Guard II Jr.

Guard•So.

Janssen Starks

The lowdow n: one (tithe two bonalide
returning sty-oring
threats for the Tigers.
Foster has a strong
game around the
perimeter with a nice
stroke and uses his athleticism to get to the
basket. Shot selection
will be key' for Foster.
who can fill it up for
the Tigers this season.

Andre Phillips

Kendall Deese
2009_ wshni.,liC1: not

2009-/0 Statistics: nu/
4/Eta/abb.

available
The lowdown: The
other only solidified
returning scorer for
Murray. Deese has
added more to his ertical. and should he more
explosive this season. If
the Tigers plan on running the floor and
pushing the ball. Deese
has to be ready to make
crisp passes and protect
the basketball.

The lowdown: Another
key component in the
Tigers' ability to run
the tloor and "run with
a purpose." as Green
calls it. Phillips is a
speedy. guard who will
he relied on heav ily to
handle ball pressure for
the Tigers and relieve
Deese at times. Phillips
is a first-year starter for
the Tigers.

THE
ROSTER

THE
ROSTER

Forward•Jr.

Center
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Sr.

Sian House

Pos.
No. Player
F
3 Kalai Trice
G
5 ArTericki
10 Haley ArmstrongG
12 Taylor RichersonG
15 Janssen Starks G
22 Abby mcimuin G
23 Lauren DielemanF
25 Allyson Futrell G
F
34 Shelby Crouch
C
52 Sian House

Cl.
Fr
Sr
Jr
So.
So
So.
Sr.
So
Jr
Sr.

Forward II Sr.

Forward Ni Jr.

Cedric Cherry

Tonence Williams

Shelby Crouch
,00940 Statistics: /0.6

2009-10 Statistics: 8.4

PPg
The lowdown: Crouch
is a specialist in creating mismatches for
opposing defenses.
"She is so athletic.
because she can guard
a guard. or she can
defend the post. but
whoever guards her.
she can create for herself and for others.Turner said.

2009-10 Statistit•s: not
available

2009-10 Statistics: not
available

The lowdown: House
is a force in the middle
for the Lady Tigers.
and alters games defensively with her strong
presence in the post.
Her offensive game has
continued to develop,
and Turner said she
expects that trend to
extend into this.
House's senior year.

The lowdown: Cherry
is an energy boost for
the Tigers. and brings
that energy to the floor.
Cherry' is a strong zind
physical forward.
something that has only
increased o\er the offseason. Cherry has
length and good hands.
which makes hint a target under the basket.

The lowdown: Like
Cherry'. Williams is
strong and physical.
and can do some things
around the basket.
Williams will need to
be strong in the lane.
especially on the
relun.neding end tor the
Tigers. and e,,e htoe to
establish himself as a
post presence.

— 16(0' Martin

No. Player
Pos.
1
Kendall Deese G
2 Andre Phillips G
G
3 Made Foster
5 Torrence1M1harns F
G
11 Logan Foster
20 Daniel Nesbitt G
F
23 Adam Melton
25 Cedric Cherry F
G
30 Jay Roth
31 Tyler Veach
G
F
32 Sergio Perry
44 Eric Wann
C

Cl.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
So.
So.
Sr.
So.
So.
Jr.
So.
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GIRLS
2009-10 Record: 30-5
2009-10 4th District Record: 7-2

11

BOYS
2009-10 Record: 11-14
:2009-10 4th District Record: 2-5

00

MURRAY
TIGERS
TAKE YOUR MARK
After what head coach Rechelle Turner called. "a dream season." last year.
what will the Lady.. Tigers do for an
encore'?
That's the question plaguing Turner.
as she prepares her team for another
run at a First Region title.
Finishing 30-5 a season ago while
collecting two regional titles and advancing to the semis of the All 'A' Classic.
Turner said this year's squad has to
realize that as far as this season goes,
they haven't proven anything.
"From day. one now. this team hasn't won a game... Turner
said.
"That's what they' have to understand, everything that haippened
last
year is in the past...that is one thing we have stressed is
you have
not done anything yet and you can't rest on the laurels
of the past
teams. you have to make them for yourself."
Turner knows. as does the rest of the First Region. that this
year's Lady Tigers are more than capable of a repeat
performance.
Murray High returns three starters
from last year's squad. but all five
of this year's starters played a crucial role in last season's run to state.
Even more scary for the rest of
the First Region'?
Turner has picked up the intensity in practice, and the workouts have gotten more difficult than they were for a majority of these
iaine players a year ago.
Crediting Murray High's early exit from the
Girls Sweet Sixteen last season to lack of
physicality. Turner said she realized her team
needed to be stronger both physically and mentally to compete at the state level.
"We weren't physically tough enough, and
I don't think we were mentally tough enough
for that situation," she said. "So I'm going t,
put these kids in some very tough mental an,
physical situations in the month of Decernbc!
just to see what we are made of."
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ON THE DEFENSE

file photO

Head coach Rechelle Turner
walks off the floor during a
game in the All .A' Classic state
tournament last season. She is
followed by assistant Monica
Evans.

With a great
combination of
skill both on the
perimeter and in
the paint. the Lady
Tigers rely on a staunch defense to force
turnovers and create baskets in transition.
Turner said in order for a player to see time in
her scheme. they have to be committed to playing
defense. or they aren't going to get on the floor.
"I don't care how many points you can score."
she said. "If the person you are guarding can
score just as many or more because you are
guarding them. we've got problems."
The Lady Tigers will switch their defenses up
at times. and use their combination of speed and
height to give their opponent a few. different
looks over the course of the game.
Turner said a good strong defense has been the
No. I emphasis in practice so far this year, but in order for that to happen, her role players and bench will have to step up.
With Sian House and Shelby Crouch roaming the paint. and Amanda
Winchester. Haley Armstrong and Janssen Starks patrolling the perimeter as
the starters, Turner said how deep her bench can go will be key.
"What we are able to do defensively will depend on how our role players and our bench steps up." Turner said. "Because that makes a big difference going into the fourth quarter. but our No. 1 priority' is always
defense... — Ricky Martin

Good Luck Racers,
Tigers itt linkers!
OUR CUSTOMERS MAKE US #1
MSU Students receive a
10% discount

TRIAL BY FIRE
Murray High boys head coach Ron Greene said
circumstances surrounding this year's season are much
more different than any he has ever seen.
With all five of his projected starters still committed to the Murray High football team as they
make a push tow.ard a state title. Greene said his
team may not even get on the court together for
the first time until early. December.
Once they do. they. have to be ready. to play'.
"I really don't know how fast we can get out
of the gate. because it's unlike any situation that
I've been in in my coaching career," Greene said.
"Usually the most important days of the season
are from Oct. 15 until Dec. I. obviously if we don't start until after
Dec. 4.
then we have kind of left some of the practice time behind."
Greene said the fact that almost his entire varsity. roster is involved
with
football still. however, is beneficial to his team once they ail get on the
floor
together.
"Obviously.. they know how to win." he said. "I think you can't
minimize that. when you know how to win in one sport. We are
very hopeful that's going to carry over for us."
Another plus for Green is the transformation his players have
made physically through football.
All five starters - Marte Foster, Kendall Deese. Cedric Cherry.
Torrence Williams and Andre Phillips - are bigger. stronger and
faster.

THE WINNER'S
CIFtCLE
There's a sign in the Murray High
lock.er room that Greene says speaks
volumes to what his team must do
this season.
It says, "The Winner's Circle: Do
what we do, do whatever it takes,
no excuses and blame no one."
Green said in order for his Tigers
to be successful this season. they
would need to do all four very well.
starting with doing what they do.
The Tiger offense "runs with a
purpose." Green said. and that will not change entering this season.
Murray' High operates an organized fast break at the appropriate
times and takes advantage of their speed
and athleticism by getting down the floor
and not letting the opposition settle into
their half court sets on defense.
Greene said defensively. the Tigers want
to continue, "giving teams fits."
All of Murray High's starters understand
the importance of defense. and Greene said
most importantly. they understand how to
play it.
Their athleticism and speed around the
perimeter as well as around the basket can
,:reate mismatches against certain teams, and
force turnovers in bunches.
Greene said his team's ability to create
offense off of its defense will be key.
"W'e will have to be physical and use our
skills to get out in transition... he said.
"Taking those turnovers and turning them
into points. I think. is important for us.
especially early on."
The Tigers will get a firm test early in
file photo
Murray High head coach Ron the y.'ear with a district match against ComGreene enters his third year at munity- Christian scheduled for their third
game on Dec. 6.
tne helm of the Tigers.
— Ricky Martin
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2009-10 Record: 31-5 (advanced to 2nd round of NCAA Tournament)
20(19-10 OVC Record: 17-1 (1st in regular season; Tournament champions)
Returning starters: 3(B.J. Jenkins, Isacc Miles, Ivan Aska)
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MURRAY STATE
RACERS
INTERIOR OFFENSE

Expectations have rarely• been higher for
Murray State basketball.
The Racers have gotten preseason coverage
from nearly every national media outlet and
are playing the kind of non-conference schedule that. if they do well, could get them an
at-large NCAA Tournament bid if they fail to
win in Nashville in March.
If MSU can win in March Madness again
this season, it elevates the program into some
rarefied air.
The list of upstart mid-majors to pull off
first-round upsets is a long one. and it seems
to be growing every year. Most of those are one-hit wonders.
But the program that can win consistently under the NCAA spotlight
gains a status all its own.
Advancing to the round of 32 this season would go a long way in
keeping the Racers in the conversation with mid-majors who have enjoyed
extended tournament success — Butler, Gonzaga, and as much as Racer
fans hate it, Southern Illinois and Western Kentucky.
Those schools have a much easier time scheduling non-conference
games than do the Racers. Some of that is based on location. but a lot
of it is perception.
First thing is first, however.
After six non-conference games that include a trip to Ole Miss and
the 76 Classic, in which they'll face Stanford and play two other games
under a national spotlight, the Racers open conference play on the toughest trip the OVC has to offer — Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State.
After that, it's back to non-conference play, traveling to Chattanooga
and returning home to face Western Kentucky.

There isn't any question Murray State's
backcourt is the best in the Ohio Valley
Conference by leaps and bounds.
But can the Racer frontcourt contribute
adequately on the offensive side of the ball?
One of the things 1-.)anero Thomas did
well was get to the basket and create scoring opportunities when they didn't readily
present themselves.
Tony Easley was an excellent scorer in
transition and he could get points off second-chance opportunities as well.
Both Thomas and Easley have graduated,
leaving Murray State with holes to fill and questions as to how the
Racers will score in the post.
"There's a little bit of pressure because we lost Tony and Danero,"
says Jeffery McClain, who will start at forward along with Ivan Aska.
McClain will be an important defensive presence for the Racers, but
one has to think most of the onus of scoring down low will fall to
Aska, who was one of five Racers to average in double-figures last
season.
Aska contributed 10.3 points per game but was somewhat inconsistent. He scored 17 apiece in big regular-season games against California
and Morgan State. but managed no more than six points in either of
the Racers' NCAA Tournament games.
Murray State will also need more from Aska on the rebounding front
— he corralled 4.8 boards per contest last season.
The Racers should have more depth on the inside than last season
due to a more experienced Ed Daniel, now a sophomore, and freshman
Shawn Jackson coming off the bench.
Jackson, especially, can be an impact offensive contributor.

3THINGSTOWATCH4

3THINGSTOWATCH4

ON THE BRINK?

DEPTH, BALANCE BACK
Depth and balance was the bedrock underneath Murray States

success in 2009-10, and the Racers retain much of those defining
qualities this season.
Six Murray State players averaged between 9.7 and 10.6 points
per game last season and Kennedy expects his squad to display
similar balance this year.
Four of those Racers are back — guards B.J. Jenkins, Isaiah
Canaan and Isacc Miles and forward Ivan Aska — and two more
— guard Jewuan Long and fonvard Jeffery McClain — are earning the "most improved" label from Kennedy.
If you're looking for an offensive leader. it could be Canaan,
who seems primed for a breakout season as a first-year starter.
But with Kennedy, offense is secondary, and any Racer will tell
you it's more important to rack up blocks and steals than points. That attitude helps to develop a balance in which everyone shares the load.
As for depth, Kennedy will say this squad is not as deep as last year's team.
That is true for November. The Racers had more experienced players at the beginning of
the season last year.
But by March. this year's tearn should equal or surpass last year's squad in terms of depth.
At guard. the Racers have five players who could start on any other team in the OVC.
There isn't much talent gap from top to bottom and no one has a lock on starting positions.
If one or two of Murray State's guards have an off night, it won't signal doom for the
Racers because there will likely be someone to pick them up.
On the inside, the Racers currently run four-deep with Daniel and Jackson coming off the
bench to spell McClain and Aska. First-year players Chris Griffin and Brandon Garrett could
also log some minutes this season. — Tommy Dillard

TOMMY DILLARD
Ledger & Times

Murray State head coach
Billy Kennedy looks on at
a recent practice at the
CFSB Center. Kennedy is
entering his fifth season
with the Racers after helping the team to 31 wins
and a 17-game winning
streak.
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Guard II Sr.

Guard•Sr.

Guard II So.

Forward III Jr.

Isacc Miles

BJ. Jenkins

Isaiah Canaan

Ivan Aska

Jeffery McClain

2009-10 Statistics: 9.7
ppg, 132 assist.s
The lowdown:
Kennedy calls Miles
the Racers'"hidden
engine", saying the
Kansas City. Mo.,
native "brings it every
day". He led the Racers
in assists in 2009-10
and was MSU's most
reliable lockdown
defender, usually drawing the assignment of
opponents' best offensive players.

2009-10 Statistics. 10.6
ppg, 64 steals. 80% FT
The lowdown: Jenkins
was the Racers' emotional leader last year
behind the team's two
seniors. This year, he
has claimed the role
outright. "He likes to
take responsibility."
Kennedy says. The
Virginia Beach. Va..
native was Murray
State's steals leader in
2009-10 and had the
highest 1.1' percentage.

2009-10 Statistics: 10.4
ppg, 48% 3-point
The lowdown:
Kennedy expects
Canaan to score in double figures in every
game this season. "He's
that good offensively,"
the coach says. The
Biloxi, Miss., native
needs to improve his
off-the-ball defense.
Canaan is already wellknown for his fromthe-knees halfcourt
heave last season.

2009-10 Statistics: 10.3
ppg, 4.8 rpg. 58% FG
The lowdown: Aska
has been a solid offensive producer for the
Racers, but he's going
to be challenged more
this season. "He's
going to have to make
decisions on the offensive end because people are going to double
him." Kennedy says.
MSU will need sharper
passing and better
rebounding from Aska.

2009-10 Statistics: 3.8
ppg. 4.2 rpg
The lowdown:
McClain is the only
starter who didn't see
starter-like minutes last
season. He is scoring
the ball better after
struggling to finish
shots last year. and his
leadership is important.
"His maturity and ability to talk on the floor
and be a leader is really
needed more so this
year." Kennedy says.

Fonvard

Sr.

THE SCHEDULE
(All times P.M. unless othenwise noted)
DATE OPPONENT
TIRIE/RESULf
11-9
FREED-HARDEMAN
VV, 86-55
11-15 EAST TENNESSEE ST.
W, 50-39
11-17 at Mississippi
L, 77-61
11-20 REINHARDT
7:00
11-25 Stanford^
8:00
11-26 UNLV or Tulsa'
TBA
11-28 TBA"
TBA
12-2
at Eastem Kentucky
6:30
12-4
at Morehead State
TBA
12-11
at Chattanooga
2:00
12-15 BETHEL
7:00
12-18 WESTERN KENTUCKY
7:30
12-21 at Tennessee-Martin
7:30
12-30 SIU EDWARDSVILLE
7:30
1-6
TENNESSEE ST
7:30
1-8
AUSTIN PEAY
11 a.m.
1-13
at Jacksonville St
7:45
1-15
at Tennessee Tech
7:30
1-20
EASTERN ILLINOIS
7:30
1-22
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
7:30
1-26
at SIU Edwardsville
7:00
1-29
TENNESSEE-MARTIN
7:30
2-3
at Tennessee St.
7:30
2-5
at Austin Peay
7:30
2-7
at Eastem Illinois
7:00
2-10
TENNESSEE TECH
7:30
2-12
JACKSONVILLE ST.
7:30
2-16
at Southeast Missoun
7:00
2-19
ESPNU BRACKETBUSTER
TBA
2-24
MOREHEAD Si
8:00
2-26
EASTERN KENTUCKY
7:30
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THE ROSTER
No
0
1
2
3
10
11
12
13
14
22
24
32
33
42

Player
Pos.
lsacc Miles
G
B.J. Jenkins
G
Edward Daniel F
Isaiah Canaan G
Jordan Burge
G
Donte Poole
G
Shawn Jackson C
Brandon Garrett F
Picasso Simmons G
Jeffery McClain F
Jeff Reese
F
Chris Griffin
F
Jewuan Long
G
Ivan Aska
F

Cl.
Sr. 6-2
Sr. 6-0
So. 6-7
So. 6-0
So. 5-11
Jr. 6-3
Fr. 6-9
So. 6-9
Sr. 6-0
Sr. 6-6
Jr. 6-4
Fr. 6-7
Jr. 6-1
Jr. 6-7

Wt
205
205
220
185
170
190
245
205
170
230
180
215
180
230
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2009-10 Record: 13-17
2009-10 OVC Record: 8-10(T-4th in regular season; lost in tournament first round)
Returning starters: 4(Rachael Isom, Kayla I owe, Jessica Holder, Kristen Kluempers)

MURRAY STATE
RACERS
...4

READY TO RUN
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LEADERSHIP 101.

If you pass up an open shot in Rob Cross'
system, you'll probably find yourself staring at
a seat on the bench before you get another
chance.
The third-year head coach of the Racers has
always prided himself on an uptempo system.
but Murray State may be faster than ever this
season.
In fact, Cross is telling first-year starting
point guard Mallory Schwab to push the ball
as fast as she can. If her teammates can't keep
up, well, that's their problem.
"We'll get up and down the court," Cross
says. "...Schwab is one of those rare players who is faster with the ball
in her hands than without."
One of the reasons the Racers will be able to play at such a fast pace
is because of their depth.
MSU was plagued by injuries last season that caused two of their
starters — Kayla Lowe and Jessica Winfrey — to miss significant time,
among others.
Only four players on the Racers' roster last season were healthy and
available for every game.
But those hardships have made Murray State a more experienced and
deep team in 2010-11.
The result is that the Racers will run and run, constantly substituting
players in and out to keep everyone fresh.
"We're going to play as fast as we can possibly play," Cross says.
"They can tug their shirt and say, 'Coach, I need a breather,' but as soon
as they're ready, they're going back in.''

'With no seniors on the roster. Cross says
the area in which the Racers are lacking is
they don't yet have the sense of urgency
that seniors bring.
But that doesn't mean Murray State is
lacking for vocal leadership.
In addition to her outstanding early play
on the court. that's just another role Schwab
is filling.
"We have no seniors, so it's imperative
our juniors lead like seniors," Cross says.
"...Mallory has done a great job being vocal
this year. It's extremely important. If you
don't have good communication on defense, you're not going to be a
very good team."
Cross also names junior guard Rachael Isom as one of the Racers'
leaders, albeit in a more quiet manner.
Isom is MSU's leading returning scorer and one of its hardest workers.
''Rachael has an inner intensity," Cross says. "She and Mallory are
two of the hardest workers you'll have in practice, but they go about it
in a different way.''
Lowe also offers leadership in that she is not afraid to speak her
mind to her teammates, Cross said.
That, in fact. is a quality' he would like all of his players to develop
in light of the youth and balance that makes up the team.
"lt's going to have to be by committee right now," he said. "That's
reality. I'm asking everyone down to the freshmen to speak their mind
on the court. You have to be willing to step outside yourself and do
that."

LEARNING AS THEY Go
With the injuries the Racers endured last season and the numof inipact first-year players who could be on the roster, it's
hard to know what to expect out of this Murray State team.
Schwab is running point guard for the first time, Lowe missed
15 games last year, and Jessica Winfiey, a player Cross had high
hopes for, missed the entire season with an injury.
Mary Jehlik and Allison Karst are first-year players who will
see time.
All of this means it may Lake the Racers a while to find their
identity, something they struggled to establish in 2009-10 as well
by virtue of the fact that they rarely played consecutive games
with the same lineup on the floor.
But last season's struggles may pay off for this year's squad.
which is more experienced from top to bottom due to the time received by players who
otherwise wouldn't have seen as many minutes.
"We certainly got some experience playing with different lineups last year," Cross said.
"Some people probably wouldn't have played as much as they did, significant minutes in
starting roles."
While the experience and balance is a positive, it may take the Racers a while to come
to an understanding of roles.
"Right now, they' don't have any idea who is going to be in the starting rotation,- Cross
said on Nov. 4, just more than a week before his squad opened the season against St.
Catharine on Nov. 13. "Everyone thinks they're going to be in the starting lineup the first
game. But they understand they have to be ready because you never know what's going
to happen. Anyone could be the next person in line for 30 minutes a game. Hopefully last
year helped prepare them." — Tommy Dillard
ber

TOMMY DILLARD /
Ledger & Times
Rob Cross

instructs his

team

from the sidelines of
Murray State's 76-54 win

over

Mid-Continent on
Nov, 15. Cross is in his
thrql seaSon
as
head
coach of the Racers.
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Guard MI Jr.

Guard IN Jr.

Mallory Schwab
Rachael Isom
2009-/0 StattAtic..s.- 5.3 .2009-1(1Statisti(s: 11.9
ppg, 16 blocks
The lowdown: A point
guard throughout her
high school career,
Schwab came to
Murray State and was
asked to come off the
bench and do everything except play her
natural position. Now.
as a junior, she's finally
getting to run point.
"It's nice to come back
to something I grew up
playing." she said.

Guard/Forward

So.

Fonvard NI Jr.

Forward III R-Fr.

Candace Nevels

Kayla Lowe

Jessica Winfrey
2°09-/0 stativics..

200940 Statistics: 0.6
ppg, 53 assists, 79% F7' ppg, 1.1 rpg
The lowdown: One of
The lowdown: Cross
the Racers' two most
says Nevels has made
experienced players,
the most improvement
Isom will be looked to
from her freshman to
to shoulder a lot of the
sophomore season of
scoring load. A preseaany player he's ever
son All-OVC selection.
seen. One of the most
she possesses a smooth
intense players on the
mid-range jump shot
roster, she will likely
that she can get when
share the three-spot
she wants. She's also a
with Mariah Robinson.
"She's a vocal, intense,
solid three-point shootin-your-face defender."
er who provides leaderCross says.
ship.

2009-10 Statistics: 10.4
ppg, 54% 3-pt.
The lowdown: Lowe
has one of the sweetest
three-point strokes anywhere, yet she's also
capable of playing on
the inside. After missing the middle part of
the 2009-10 season. she
came on at the end to
notch several 20-point
games. She has a
strong. physical body
and is a good screensetter.

not play
The lowdown: Winfrey
will be an integral part
of the team in her first
year seeing court time.
She redshirted her true
freshman season after
tearing her ACL."She's
an outstanding
rehounder and she has
an innate ability' to get
shots up.- Cross said.
"She's a very physical
defender who will be
an impact player."

THE SCHEDULE
(Ali times P.M. unless otherwise noted)
DATE OPPONENT
TIME/RESULT
11-13 ST. CATHARINE
W. 78-59
11-15 MID-CONTINENT
W, 76-54
11-17 at Evansville
L, 60-54
11-21 at Saint Louis
2:00
11-26 Kentucky^
7.30
11-27 Southem Miss or La.-Lafayette^TBA
12-2
at Eastem Kentucky
4:30
12-4
at Morehead State
5:45
12-12 at Purdue
2:00
12-18 SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
5:15
12-22 at Tennessee-Martin
7:00
12-30 SIU EDWARDSVILLE
5:15
1-4
IUPUI
7:00
1-6
TENNESSEE STATE
5:15
1-8
AUSTiN PEAY
1:15
1-13
at Jacksonville State
5:15
1-15
at Tennessee Tech
5:30
1-20
EASTERN ILLINOIS
5:15
1-22
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
5:15
1-25
at SIU Edwardsville
7:00
1-29
TENNESSEE-MARTIN
5:15
2-3
at Tennessee State
5:30
2-5
at Austin Peay
5:15
2-10
TENNESSEE TECH
5:15
2-12
JACKSONVILLE STATE
5:15
2-17
at Southeast Missoun
7:00
2-19
at Eastern Illinois
4.0G
2-24
MOREHEAD STATE
5:00
2-26
EASTERN KENTUCKY
5:15

' Lady Eagle Classic at Southern Miss.ssippi

THE ROSTER
No. Player
00 Kayla Cunningham
1
Tessa Elkins
5 Jessica Winfrey
10 Rachael Isom
11 Enca Burgess
12 Kayla Lowe
20 Manah Robinson
24 Mallory Schwab
30 Allison Karst
31 Mary Jehlik
32 Candace Nevels
33 Aubrey Minix
35 Jessica Holder
40 Chanyere Hosey
42 Kristen Kluempers

Pos.
F.,C
F
G
G
G
G

G/F
F
FiC
F

Cl.
So
So.
R-Fr.
Jr
So.
Jr.
So.
Jr
Fr.
Fr
So.
R-Fr
So.
Fr.
Jr.

Ht
6-2
5-5
5-10
5-8
5-6
6-1
53
5-9
5-10
6-3
5-9
5-8
6-1
6-1
6-2
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GIRLS
2009-10 Record: 21-11
2009-10 4th District Record: 6-1

BOYS
2009-10 Record: 15-15
2009-10 4th District Record: 5-4

CALLOWAY COUNTY
LAKERS
Guard

RUNNING THE
SHOW
The Lady Lakers enter this season
after finishing a basket away from the
Girls Sweet Sixteen a season ago.
With that, however, Calloway County and head coach Scott Sivills return
what he calls "eight veteran players."
to anchor this year's edition.
The Lady Lakers are led by senior
forward Averee Fields. a Miss Basketball candidate and West Virginia signee,
but it's the players surrounding Fields. however. who Sivills says are
key if his team wants to make a deep playoff push - starting with
junior point guard Taylor Futrell.
Futrell is one of four juniors who are projected to enter the starting lineup for Sivills this season. and he hopes his floor general can
play up to her potential as one of the three top point guards in the
First Region.
The depth doesn't stop there.
The Lady Lakers have three other
players who can lead the charge up
the floor, including Fields, who Sivills
says has a point guard mentality.
Juniors Karlee Wilson and Lauren
H
Benson are also very capable ballCA
handlers and run the offense well.
in addition to Abby Futrell.
Those options in the back court offer the
Lady Lakers a big advantage in the ball security department as well.
Adding fronteourt players Myssa Cunningham and Morgan Smotherman to the mix, as
well as senior guard Emily Chrisman, the Lady
Lakers can adjust their offense and defense to
match up with most any style of team, something that makes them a very dangerous squad
come March.
"From an offensive standpoint, we have really brought Averee, Morgan and Alyssa behind
the three-point arc. and all three of them can
shoot from out there now." Sivills says."...Averee
file photo
has done an excellent job of working on her
Scott Sivills returns to the
outside game. and has added a new dimension
Calloway County sidelines for
that is scary good."
his 13th year at the helm in
2010-11.

cr)

KILLER iNSTINCT

A year ago, the Lady Lakers struggled in spots
in putting teams away.
For Sivills, having eight veteran players this season means the Lady Lakers should be more poised
the later they get into games, giving them the ability to puil away from teams, and finish them off
earlier.
Sivills said his team's combination of experience
and will could propel them into a deep postseason
run.
"I can just sense the urgency in practice," he
said. "I could sense the urgency in the summer,
and you don't have to mention anyone in particular. because these girls have in mind what they
want to do."
Relying on a core of eight upperclassmen. who
Sivills said all have "a chip on their shoulder." the
Lady Lakers have two things that makes them a
dangerous squad - hunger and ability.
Not only are the Lady Lakers talented in both the front and backcourt, but
this group understands what it takes to win, having come so close a season
ago.
"I think we had chances to put teams away early last year. and we let
them back in the third or fourth quarter." Sivills said. "This year I don't
expect that. We have to be better from an execution standpoint, but vve need
that killer instinct, and I think this group has it." — Ricky Martin
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SENIOR SALUTE
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Bruce Lane welcomes back a very talented senior class this season. With Brock Simmons. Shawn
Thompson and Blake Maness expected to start. the
Lakers have experience ail over the court.
They were expecting to have another senior.
Jared Shankle. who transferred from Hickman County during his junior year. starting at point guard.
But Shankle reaggravated a collarbone injury he
suffered during soccer season and is not expected
to play until February at the earliest.
That leaves junior Jay Green to run point.
The Lakers will have Jeremy Pruitt, their fifth
senior. coming off the bench in what Lane said
will be a. "very important role."
The key for the Lakers this year is bridging the gap between
their upper and lower classmen.
Along with the four seniors. the Lakers will start o'7" freshman Michael Arnett in the middle. and even though Arnett has
varsity experience. Lane said his older guys will have to help
him along as he develops this season.
It's a task Lane said his group of guys have been up for since
day one.
"There's no better kids for our younger players to be around
than all of this senior class." Lane said.
"We are going to have some real young guys playing, but I
don't think there's a better core group of kids for them to he
around than these we have as seniors."
The experience for Calloway doesn't just stop in the semor
class either.
Junior Garrett Schwettman, a four-sport athlete at Calloway
County, will fill the position as the sixth man and was a significant contributor in key moments last season.
Joe Futrell and Green are juniors that Lane said he expects to
contribute.

Forward

Alyssa Con
2009_ /0 5tati.

The lowdowt
Cunningham
in the middle
Lady Lakers.
on the defensi
the floor, but
said this seas(
needs solid ot
performances
junior forwarc
been working
outside shooti

CHEMISTRY 101
Along with the array of experienced
talent the Lakers have scattered across
their front and backcourts, Lane says this
year's squad has something a little extra
- chemistry — adding that his core group
of guys bring a good vibe to the team
and to each other.
••

really am
excited
about this
team
because
of
our
chemistry,"
Lane said. "I think it's a really good mix.
probably the best we have had in a few years."
Lane said the combination of experience and
youth has helped balance out his team. and
has created, "a great locker room."
"We have really good kids in the locker
room." he said. "And that goes a long way
in high school basketball."
Because of the way Lane expects some of
his players to execute on the floor. he stressed
the importance of the team's chemistry'. especially' with the players off the bench.
"We have a couple of kids who play really hard," Lane said. "And they will get into
foul trouble. So hopefully we can plug those
file photo guys with someone else if that happens. and
Bruce Lane enters his fourth not miss out on very' much."
Lane said the biggest factor to a successful
season as head coach of the
season, however, is using the intangibles to
Calloway County Lakers.
play' strong defense and win on the glass.
"That way, we know we can win some
games,- he said.
Ricky Martin
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5PLAYERSTOWATCH

Guard

Jr.

Taylor Futrell
2009-10 Statistics: 9.6
The lowdown: Sivills
said his third-year point
guard came into her
own this summer and
developed into even
more of the pure point
guard that she is capable of. Futrell runs the
Lady Laker offense
with precision. but is
also a capable scorer.
and SivaIs expccts double-digits this year.

5PLAYERSTOWATCH

Guard•Jr.

GUard in ir.

Guard II Sr.

Guard II Sr.

Guard•Sr.

Abby Futrell

Karlee Wilson

Jared Shankle

Shawn Thompson

2009-10 Sialivic.s: 4.7
PPg
The lowdown:"One of
the most athletic guards
in the region." according to Sivills. Abby
Futrell is quick on the
defensive end. and does
a nice job accompanying Taylor Futrell in
pushing the ball in transition. Abby is a capable ball handler. and
will he seen at the tvvo
or three-guard.

2009-10 Statistics.:6.6
PPg
The lowdown: Karlee
Wilson is always a
threat from beyond the
arc for the Lady
Lakers. and Sivills said
the guard has been
working on consistency
this summer."You put
her into a big game.
and she makes big play
after big play after big
play." Sivills said "And
that's what we need."

Brock Simmons
2009/05u,n,t,(, /6 5

2009- 10 Shill tIrt

i9 /1).Stair,t1(

s

N

/WI pia\

The lowdown: Shankle
enters his first season
as a Laker after transferring from Hickman
County' two years ago.
The speedy guard will
assume the point duties
for Lane and brings a
grittiness to the floor
that Lane said complements his team well.
Shankle is physical and
very quick in transition.

The lowdown: After
joining the football
team for his senior season. Lane said
Thompson returned to
the team this fall much
stronger, good news for
a team searching for
more help on the glass.
Thompson is also a
lockdown defensive
player and guards
opponents' best players.

PPg
The lowdown: The
leading scorer off last
year's squad. Lane
expects more of the
same for his senior
guard. Simmons has
improved defensively
over the summer and
should also see an
increased role on the
rebounding end.
Simmons is also a great
free-throw shooter.

THE
ROSTER

THE
ROSTER

Forward II Jr.

Forward MI Sr.

Nyasa Ctsmigham

Averee Fields

200940 Statisth • s: .?.4
PPg
The lowdown:
Cunningham is a force
in the middle for the
Lady Lakers. especially'
on the defensive end of
the floor. bta Sivills
said this season. he
needs solid offensive
performances from his
junior forward. who has
been working on her
outside shooting.

2009-10 Statistics: 24.6
PPg
The lowdown: A Miss
Basketball candidate
and West Virginia
signee. Fields is one of
the ntost talented players in the country.
Sivills said he expects
more this year. as
Fields moves to the
outside. showing off a
part of her game Sivills
called "scary good."

010

No. Player
Pos.
4 Summer SimmonsG
5 Kayla Grady
G
10 Emily Chrisman G
11 Montana RowlandG
14 Abby Futrell
G
15 Karlee Wilson G
20 Courtney Dick F
G
22 Taylor Futrell
32 Morgan SmothermanG
33 Alyssa CunninghamF
34 Hannah Scarborough!'
35 Averee Fields F
42 Darien Maness F
50 Lauren Benson G

Cl.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Sr
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.

Forward•Sr.

Fonvard a Fr.

Blake Maness
2009_/0 Stativties: 5.9

Michael Arnett
200940sullisti,..,.• /.
ppg

Nig
The lowdown: A physical player. Maness is
what Lane has called,
"a calming force." so
far this season. Maness
is expected to fill the
void of some of the
rebounding from last
year's squad. but is also
a capalale scorer, with a
nice toueb around the
rim.

— Ricky Martin

New RacerPio.,

The lowdown: At 6'7'.
Arnett is expected to
make his presence
known at all times for
the Lakers in the lov.,
post this season. The
freshman has improved
his physicality in the
offseason and has
become a threat to
block any' shot around
the rim.

No
3
4
10
11
12
15
21
22
23
31
32
33

Player
Pos. Cl.
Jay Green
G
Jr.
Brock Simmons G
Sr.
Jared Shankle G
Sr.
Drake DunnawayG
So
Andy Fraher
F
So.
Garrett Schwettman G/FJr
Michael Amett C
Fr.
Jeremy Pruitt
G/F
Sr.
Joe Futrell
F,C
Jr.
Blake Maness F
Sr.
Parker Adams F
8th
Shawn ThompsonF
Sr.

— Ricky Martin
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Hardware
Store
• 2010

16" Cheese Pizza

$700+t\
1 /" 3 li,Vith 3 Toppings

200-206 E. Main Street
Murray. KY
(270)753-3361
www.murraysupply.net

$1400

o

(415144

M
AY
SUPPLY OMPANY
circ

No.i.ssara,
ab Pitarntwv

a

GOOD LLICIK TEAMS
16" Unlimited Thppings

$1000

16" 3 With Unlimited Toppings

$24°°
Office Technology Specialists

lialdis Grill

P.HPY FAX PRINT
• FREE DELIVERY •
Contact Our Murray Area Representative:

Specials
)ci All Day Every Day!
We'll honor any pizza coupon.
Church groups receive 20% discount on Sundays & Wednesdays

1

Jeremy C. Bell

Open Daily 11 a.m.-1 a.m. • 817 Coldwater Rd.

(270) 762-0441 •(270) 762-0442
(270) 762-0443

Aut

1393 State Route 45 North • Mayfield, KY 42066
www.hdhappy.com

800-858-0492 • 270-247-5912

00444(1

410.4114100tai
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BASKETBALL PREVIEW 2010
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2010-11 PREP SCHEDULES
Calloway Co. Lakers
DATE OPPONENT
TIME
12-4 Greenfield (Tenn.)^
TBA
12-10 at Ballard Mem
7.30
12-14 HEATH
7:30
12-16 at Graves Co
7:30
12-20-22 Twin Lakes Classic' TBA
12-27 KENW000(Tenn.),
7:30
12-28 APOLLO#
7:30
12-29 MADISONVILLE#
3730
1-4
MAYFiELD
7:45
1-7
at Marshall Co.
7:30
1-11 LONE OAK
7'30
1-14 at Murray
7:30
1-15 at Fienderson Co
7:30
1-17-22 Superman Clacsic% TBA
1-24 at Caldwell Co.
7:30
1-25 at Hickman Co
7 45
1-28 MURRAY
7:45
1-29 CCA
7:30
2-1
at Lone Oak
7:30
2-4
HENRY CO.(TENN.) 7:30
2-8
CARLISLE CO
7:45
2-11 MARSHALL CO
710
2 15 a! Pad. Tilgh
man
7:45
2-17 FULTON CITY
7:30
- at Martin. Tenn.
• - at Clinton Co.
# - Murray Bank Laker
Classic
- at Massac Co (III.)

Calloway Co.
Lady Lakers
DATE OPPONENT
11-30 PAD. TILGHMAN

TIME
7:30

12-4 a FArin Weave*(Terrt)TBA
12-6 Ballard Mernonal"
8.00
12-7 Manon (III )^
6:30
12-9 Massac Co. (III )"
8:00
12-11 at CCA
TBA
12-13 at Henry Co (Tenn.) 7:30
12-16 at Graves Co.
6.00
12-20 OARZVLIE NW(fEtitlr 9'00
12-21 TBA•
TBA
12-22 IBA'
TBA
12.27-31KSA Holiday Tourn.# TBA
1-6
CALDWELL CO.
7:30
1-7
at Marshall Co.
6:00
1-14 at Murray
6:00
1-15 MADISONVILLE
3:30
1-18 GRAVES CO
7:30
1-22 HENDERSON CO
2:00
1-25 at Heath
6:00
1-28 MURRAY
6:00
1-29 CCA
7:30
2-1
a: Lone Oak
6:00
2-4
HENRY CO (TENN.) &DO
2-8
at Chnstian Co.
7:30
2-11 MARSHALL CO
6:00
2-15 at Paducah Tilghman 6:00
2-17 BALLARD MEM.
7:30
^ - at City of Metropolis Tourney
• - Heritage Bank Hardwood Tourn
# - at Orlando, Fla

Murray Tigers
DATE OPPONENT
11-29 REIDLAND
11-30 FULTON CITY
12-6 at CCA
12-10 at Heath
12-14 at Fulton Co.

TIME
7:30
6.00
7:45
7.30
7:30

12-16 MARSHALL CC
7.30
12-21 HICKMAN CO.
6:30
12-28 Livingston Central^ 2:15
12-28 CCA^
9:15
-4
CCA
7:45
1-11 at Hickman Co.
7.30
1-14 CALLOWAY CO.
7:30
1-24 at Livingston Central 7:30
1-25 LONE OAK
7:30
1-28 at C,alloway Co
7:30
2-1
ST. MARY
6:00
2-3
at Dawson Springs 7:30
2-5
at Marshall Co.
7.30
2-8
at Reidland
7:30
2-11 LIVINGSTON CENT.
6:00
2-15 FULTON CO.
7:30
2-18 CARLISLE CO.
6'00
^ - at Reidland Chnstmas 'room
.

2-1
2-5
2-7
2-11
2-12

Murray Ledger & Times

ST MARY
at Marshall Co
at Mayfield
LIVINGSTON CENT_
at Lone Oak

6.00
6:00
6:00
6:00
7:30

2-14 at Heath
7.30
2-15 FULTON CO
6:00
2-18 CARLISLE CO.
7'30
- at Martin. Tenn Border Wars
• - at Lexington Catholic

Murray Lady Tigers
DATE OPPONENT
TIME
11-29 REIDLAND
6:00
12-3 Ensworth (Tenn.)^
8:00
12-6 at CCA
6:00
12-11 al Henry Co.(Tenn.) 7:30
/2-16 MARSHALL. CO.
6:00
12-18 Republic Bank Classic*TB
A
12-28 CLINTON CO.%
2:30
12-28 UNION CITY (TENN)%
8:30
12-29 CLAFKSVILLENE(TENN0%7:30
12-30 TBA%
TBA
1-4
CC A
6:00
1-10 HEATH
7:30
1-14 CALLOWAY CO.
6:00
1-15 TBA$
TBA
1-25 at Hickman Co.
7:30
1-28 at Calloway Co.
6.00

Best Wishes For A
Grea Season!

Six Maki Under 51x Dollar.
(before sales tax)

** LUNCH SPECIALS **
Small Bean Rolla
• Any of our Sandwiches
'Soup/Salad Combination

Personal & Business Banking
Investments • Trust Services

• Enchiladas
• Any of our Fresh Cut Salads
• Special Paily Lunch Combinations

Sodatrea/Coffee Drinks are
and 50 are refills!

FREE.

IN AND OUT IN
THIRTY MINUTES!!

We Make it Simple!

Mon.-Sat.715141;
6.6- Midnight

630 North 12th Street, Murray,
KY 42071
(270) 759-4852

t

% - Lady Tiger Classic
$ - First Region All 'A' Classic

www.bankofeadiz.com

1005 Arcadia Circle • Murray

#1514
•1i

(Behind Cheri Theater)
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MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

Management Group, 11,C
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MURRAY STATE 0 MISSISSIPPI
MURRAY STATE 0EKU
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UT MARTIN
MURRAY STATE CP JSU

JAN 15
JAN 26
FEB 5
FEB 7
FEB 16
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MURRAY STATE
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MURRAY STATE 0 AUSTIN PEAY
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REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

Your Investments.

EDGE
Automotive

Group
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urray
oman's
Providing personalized medical
care to women for 60 years.

Board Certified OB/GYN Physicians
• High Risk Obstetrics

e

'

• Accredited Ultrasound Program

Conrad H Jones MD
Gynecology

atatc„,„4
-*
• Infertility treatment
with Center for
Reproductive Health

Thomas L Green MD
Kent Hjerpe PAD
Obstetrics & Gynecology Obstetrics & Gynecolooy

.Incontinence Treatment
• Advanced Laparoscopic Surgery
• Certified in-office Essure
Permanent Birth Control
Charles E Cook MD
Dawn Deeter MD
Ellen Burnett MD
Obstetrics & Gynecology Obstetrics 8. Gynecology Obstetrics & Gynecology

•90-second treatment for
monthly discomfort and
excessive bleeding

• n-office and incision-free
alternative to
a hysterectomy
Janice Thurmond ARNP Sherry Freeman ARNP
Nurse Practitioner
Nurse Practitioner

Kelly Luskin ARNP
Nurse Practitioner

When Experience Counts,
Count on our
Lifetimes ofExperience

MU.
HEI
HO
ANI
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visit our Web site at www.murraywomanscliniccom
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MURRAY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES WANTS YOU TO BE
HEALTHY AND HAPF'Y DURING THE THANKSGIVING
HOLIDAY. HERE ARE SOME TIPS TO PREVENT YOU
AND YOUR FAMILY FROM GETT1NCi THE FLU.
• GET VACCINATED
• AVOID CLOSE CONTACT WITH THOSE WHO ARE SICK
• COVER YOUR MOUTH AND NOSE WHEN COUGHING
• WASH YOUR HANDS OFTEN
• AVOID TOUCHING YOUR EYES, NOSE OR MOUTH
• GET PLENTY OF SLEEP
• BE PHYSICALLY ACTIVE
• MANAGE YOUR STRESS
• DRINK PLENTY OF FLUIDS
• EAT NUTRITIOUS FOOD

HAVE YOU HAD YOUR FLU SHOT?
CALL TODAY To SCHEDULE YOURS!

"iffi /fly

r---/ //c.v.

WALK-1NS ACCEPTED
OPEN DAILY!
MONDAY - SATURDAY, 7AM
SUNDAY, 1PM - 6PM

- 6PM

270.753.0704
‘1
A

MURRAY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

Medical Arts Building • Suite 480 West • www.MurrayPhysicians.com

Wednesday, November 24, 2010
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Murray-Callowa.y County Hospital is
for the opportunity to serve you
and the people in our region for the past MO years.
We wish you and your family a
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SPORTS

SECTION D
e-mail: sportsti'murrayledger.com

76 CLASSIC: MURRAY STATE VS. STANFORD
Racer Sports

THURSDAY•8 P.M •ANAHEIM CONVENTION CENTER (ANAHEIM, CALIE)

in Brief

Six football
Racers
named
All-OVC

Positive
experience
the goal as
Racers
head to 76

From MSU Athletics
Six members ot the 2010
Murray State football team
were recognized by the Ohio
Valley
Conference
on
Tuesday, as they were
selected to the 2010 all-conference teams.
Running
back
Mike
Harris,
wide
receiver
Marcus Harris and kicker
Kienan Cullen were selected
to the first team, while quarterback Casey Brockman.
and defensive back and
return specialist Dontrell
By TOMMY DILLARD
Johnson were second team
Sports Editor
selections.
Billy Kennedy wants to win
Mike Harris, Johnson and
the 76 Classic.
But if it isn't in the cards for
Arthur
his Murray State club, which is
Brackett
still trying to establish an identiwere
ty after three games, there is a
named to
higher goal going into the tourthe
Allnament, which begins Thursday.
Newcomer
in Anaheim, Calif.
team.
The Racers, who return home
Mike
Monday and must almosi immeMike Harris Harris
diately hit the road again to open
(Broken
Ohio Valley Conference play at
Arrow.
Eastern Kentucky and Morehead
0k I a . 1
State Dec. 2 and 4, need to come
became the
back from California with somefirst Racer
thing positive.
running
"All the other teams we're
back to earn
playing, they'll all come home
first-team
and play three or four games at
accolades
Marcus Harris ,:ince Billy
home and get themselves right."
Blanchard
he said. "W'eve got to not let this
situation become a negative for
in 2002.
US.
In nine
"I want them to go to
1.7.imes this
Disneyland on Saturday and
season,
have fun. Vv'e're trying to make it
Mike Harris
as fun and as positive as possible,
rushed for
and we're trying to get better as
904 yards
our team grows and develops."
and
10
Cullen
It's that cool and collected
touchattitude Kennedy wants his
downs on just 139 carries.
squad to adopt going into three
He ranked second in the
games that will go a long way in
OVC at 100.4 yards a game,
setting national opinion on the
and led the league by averRacers for the entire season.
aging 6.5 yards per carry.
With the exception of one
He also caught 28 passes for
final-round losers' bracket game,
166 y•ards and a touchdown.
the entire tournament is being
Marcus Harris (North St.
televised by ESPN2 and ESPNU.
Louis, Mo.) put together one
Out of the eight-team field,
of the finest seasons for a
Murray State is one of two midRacer receiver as he caught
majors, the other being Cal
84 passes for 1,057 yards
State-Northndge.
and
nine
touchdowns,
Two squads — Virginia Tech
despite missing two games.
and UNLV — are ranked in the
He ended the season with
top 30 in the nation in both the
four-straight 100-yard perAP and coaches polls.
formances. and tied the sinThe Hokies. Rebels and
gle-season record with five
Stanford, Murray State's firstgames over 100 yards.
TOMMY DILLARD !eager Times round opponent at 8 p.m.
He also caught at least 11
Murray State guard Donte Poole goes up for this shot during the Racers'
77-61 loss at Ole Miss last week in Oxford, Thursday, are all
undefeated on
passes in five games. He
Miss. Though he isn't starting, Poole has been one of Murray State's
most consistent players through three games the season at 3-0.
leads the FCS in catches per
this season. averaging 11.3 points per contest.
"It's a great opportunity for
game (9.33), while ranking
our program to play in this kind
second in yards per game
of environment," Kennedy says.
(117.4).
"With the ltvel of competition
Marcus Harris leaves
we're facing and the television
MSU as the school's all-time
By TOMMY DILLARD
"But 1 consider him a starter, especially exposure,
we just want to focus
leader in career receptions
Sports Editor
based on what he's given us the last few
on getting better."
hey say you can tell a lot about a
(216) and yards (2.471),
games and practices."
The Racers need only te look
man by the company he keeps.
while ranking second in
Poole is averaging 11.3 points per game
touchdowns (21). He also
It's a little simpler with Donte
Poole s per-minute scarand is the Racers' second-leading scorer
IN See RACERS, 3D
ranks second on the all-time
Poole. Everything you need to
mg average througn
behind only Isaiah Canaan, who has seen 10
three
games
this
season.
OVC list in career recepknow can be found on the junior
more minutes per game.
the highest on the team
tions.
Murray State guard's person.
Thursday
He is MSU's sec-ondThe 6-foot-3 junior is shooting a blazing
On Poole's left arm is an elaborate tattoo
Cullen (Louisville. Ky.)
leading scorer
65 percem from the field and has connected
Murray State vs.
of his hometown of Las Vegas. complete
led the league in field goals
This is Poole s third seaon 6 of 10 three-point attempts.
Stanford
with dice, cards bearing the numbers "702"
and extra points this season
son with the Racers. a
Poole attnbutes the dramatic upswing in
lime
When: 8 p m
when
coach
head
(his native area code). palni trees and a desert
as he convened 15 field
offense primarily to a month of June spent in
Billy Kennedy sayS many
Where: Anaheim Convenhon Center
sunset scene.
goals and 44 extra points.
(Anaheim. Geld )
players begin to come into
early-morning workouts with assistant coach
TV: ESPNU
their Own
He ranks the scoring
He can many times be
Amir Abdur-Rahim.
Radio: WFGS 103 7 FM
leaders in the OVC and the
seen rubbing the tattoo for
Poole s shooting percentRecords: MSU 2-1 (0-0. OVC).
Many times, he was the only Racer in the
age trorn the field hoer
FCS with g9 points. He
good luck on the coon.
Stanford
3-0(0-0. Pec 10)
gym as most of the rest of the team had gone
than any Racer with 10 or
Last meeting: This PS the first meeting
went 6-for-9 on field goals
Emblazoned on his right
more shot altempts He is
home for the month before returning to cambetween
the two schools
over 40 yards. including hit
bicep is the word "Family".
shooting 60 percent from
pus in July.
three-pant range
three from 43 yards.
which to Poole represents
Poole had initially planned to go back to
76 Classic
But he struggled
He got stronger as the
both his literal family back
Las Vegas, but decided to stay, take an extra
Thursday
season progressed as he conin Las Vegas and his Racer offensively for most of the season, shooting class,
and spend time preparing himself
Virginia Tech vs Cal State-Northndge,
nected on eight field goals
family. the players anti just 36 percent from the field and 25 percent
1 p.m (ESPNU)
physically and mentally for the coming seaover a three-game stretch.
DePaul vs Oklahoma St.. 3:30 p m
coaches with whom he from long range, something that could have
son.
(ESPN2)
spends most of his time.
been attributed in part to his injury. only
Against TTU, Cullen
"In June, it was me and coach Amir
Murray St vs Stanford, 8 p m
Poole refused to provide an excuse.
connected on all four field
IESPNU)
almost every morning about seven or eight,
It was family. specifically Poole's parents
This season, he's finally coming into his
Tulsa vs. UNLV. 10 30 p m (ESPN2)
goal attempts. He followed
just shooting really, really intense for a couFriday
it up by. hitting both attempts
— Danny and Regina Poole — and sister &mai, and though he isn't starting. he's been
VT,CS-N winner vs DULOSU tonne',
ple of hours, then non-stop footwork and
who helped see him through one of the dark- one of the most consistent Racers on both
against APSU.
1
30
p
m
IESPN/ESPN2
)
conditioning," he said.
VT/CS-N loser vs DU/OSU kyser. 4
est times in his basketball career — the oftense and defense through three games
Cullen put his name in
"If I had gone home, I don't think I would
p
m
(ESPNU)
2008-09 season. in vitich he suffered a sea- while senior starters Isacc Miles and B.J.
the MSU record txvoks as he
MSU/Stan winner vs TuLUNLV winner,
be as confident with my game as I am nght
Jenkins have struggled.
son-ending collarbone injury in February.
convened nine extra points
8:30 p.m
now."
MSU/Stan loser vs TullUNLV loser
"He's been our best guard on both ends of
in the record-setting victory
In 2(109-10. Poole was a key contributor
1030pm
over MSU.
off the bench. especially in the ()VC the floor." says head coach Billy Kennedy'.
Poole spent the entirety of his childhood
Sunday
Tournament semifinals. when he grabbed "Our top seven guys, I could start any of
Brockman (Murray. Ky.)
Losers' Bracket Game 1, 12 30 p.m
and high school years in Las Vegas. a place
Losers' Bracitel Game 2. 3 p.m
five crucial rebounds in the second half to them on ability and talent. Sometimes chem- he say's there
is more to than just "the stnp of (ESPNU)
o See ALL-OVC. 2D
help the Racers past scrappy Eastern Illinois. istry and egos plays a pan in the actual startConsolation game 5 p m (ESPNU)
See POOLE,2D
ing lineup.
Championship game. 8 p.m (ESPN2)

HEAVYWEIGHT
FIELD AWAITS
RACERS; NATION
WILL BE
WATCHING

II

JUNIOR GUARD BLOSSOIVIING FOR RACERS IN SPARK-PLUG ROLE
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PEP-PE-RS CHEVROLM
BUICK; OR
__
. 4,1

.L.Onlit

EXPIRES ; 1-30-10

2011
CHEVY'MALIBU LS
• 33 MPG
Hwy
• XM Radio
• Stabilttrak

MSRP
Peppers Disc.
Rebate
Bonus Cash

Stock

ii0Mrnber $1SST

*GC1094

$22,775
-1,288 (or)
0%
- 2,000
- 500

Sea&

• .. i

.

2011 BUICK
LUCERNE CC
MSRP
•6 Passenger
Seating
Peppers Discount
• Buick Quietturing Rebate
• Driver &

530,790
-825
- 4,000
- 500

Bonus Cash

Passenger
Power Seats

November $25
/
4650
Stock *GC1089

BIOMOUt

.
a.

.
.

2010
CHEVY AVEC)LT
• Power Window>
& Locks
• Cruise Control
• Automatic

NNOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Racers set for Lady Eagle
Classic, Kentucky
Fres PASU Athletics
For the fourth-straight season
ttte Murray State women's basketball team will be participating
in a Thanksgiving toumarnent.
This year the Racers 12-2) will
be heading to Hattiesburg, Miss.,
to play in the Lady Eagle
Thanksgiving Tournament hosted
by Southern Miss.
MSU's first opponent is 8/9ranked Kentucky, Friday, Nov. 26
at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday's game times arc 2
p.m. (Consolations) and 4:30
p.m. (Championship), with the
Racers facing either the host

MSRP
Peppers Discount

$16,560
-3,194

Downpayment Assist.
Bonus Cash

- 1,000*
- 500

Stock ri,C1092
November $111
866
0
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plill

Eagles or LouisianaLafayette.
The Vs'ildcats are currently
ranked No 8/9 in the national
polls after starting the season with
a 3-0 record. Their last outing
was against No. 12 Notre Dame.
a game which they won 81-76.
This will be the first ranked
opponent that MSU has played
since Nov. 28, 2008 when the
Racers faced then-No 21 Florida
State at the Coors Rocky
Mountain Invitational in Denver,
Colo.

He helped his prep teain.
Mojave High, to a runner-up finish in the state tournament and
signed with Colorado State out
of high school.
He ended up one credit short.
however, of the Rams' academic
requirements and went to a prep
school in Georgia to become eligible.
He was spotted by Murray
State's coaching staff while playing at a tournament, and the
Racers began recruiting him.
Poole says he was quickly sold.
"Before that, I never really
knew much about Murray State.
but it was some place I could see
myself going." he said.
When he arrived at MSU in
2008, the plan was for him to
redshirt his freshman season. but
that all changed when Jewuan
Long went down for the season
ith a knee injury in early
December.
Poole made his Murray State
debut under the bright lights in
Columbia,
Mo..
against
Missouri, where he scored six
points in 12 minutes of playing
time.
He was primed io help the
Racers in their postseason
efforts. before a fall led to the
coliarbone injury in a game
against Tennessee Tea:h.
"1 remember calling my mom
and tweaking down and crying
because I had to teli her I was
done playing." he said. 'That
just hurt me more because 1
knew she wanted to see me

Poole would likely be a
starter for any other team in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
With the Racers, he's coming
off the bench and averaging 20
rninutes per game. something he
says doesn't bother him.
"I would much rather play
with a group of guards who are
talented and pushing me every
day in practice." he said. "If I
slack off, it's going to be evident.
where as if I'm the star player,
and I mess up, nobody's going to
go at me the way some of these
guards would."
He also says he doesn't mind
coming off the bench because it
allows him to see the game
develop from an outsider's perspective before entering the
action.
"I get to see what people are
doing. what they aren't doing,
how they•re piaying certain people," he said. "So I just try to
come in and bring good energy.
bring something that hasn't been
in the game that I've seen so
far-.
So far, what Poole has
brought has been exactly the
spark the Racers have needed.

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we'can!
211 S. 12th St.•Murray. KY.753-3415

..

Van Haverstocii

z ,-7
—Li
Warmer

HOLIDAY TV SPORTSWATCH
WEDNESDAY
GOLF
2 a.m.
TGC — European PGA Tour Dubai
Wodd Championship first round at
Dubai United Arab Em•rates
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
4 p.m.
ESPN2 — Maui Invitational thud place
game teams TBD. at Lahaina Hawaii
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — Preseason NIT serruhnal
teams TBD at New York
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — Preseasor NIT semifinal.
teams TBD at New York
9 p.m.
ESPN — Maui Invitational champi
onshrp garne teams TBD
lanapsa
Hawaii
NBA BASKETBALL
6:30 p.m.
ESPN — Miami at Orlando
NHL HOCKEY
7 p.m.
VERSUS — S! Louis at Nashville

111 See WOMEN, 3D

play."
Poole's family will get to see
him play in the 76 Classic this
week, as they plan to make the
four-hour trip from Las Vegas to
Anaheim, Calif.
His dad carne to Murray for
the Racers. season-opening win
over East Tennessee State last
week in which Poole poured in
10 points.

Nlurray 1

,
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THURSDAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN — Te,.as A8M at Texas
GOLF
2 a.m.
TGC — European PGA Tour DUbai
World Championship. second round. at
Dubai. United Arab Emirates
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN2 — Old Spice Classic hrst
round. Boston College vs Texas /SAM
at Orlando. Fla
1 p.m.
ESPN2 — Old Spice Classic, first
round Wisconsin vs Manhattan at
Orlando. Fla
ESPNU — 76 Ciassic, first round
Virginia Tech vs Cal State-Northridge.
at Anaheim. Calif
3:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — 76 Classic first round
DePaul vs Oklahoma S• . at Anaheim,
Calif
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — Old Spice Classic, first
round, Georgia vs Notre Dame. at
Orlando. Fla
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — Old Spice Classic. first
round. Temple vs California. at
Orlando. Fla
ESPNU — 76 Classic. first round,
faunas, St vs Stanford. at Anaheim.
Calrf
10:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — 76 Classic first round. Tulsa
vs UNLV. at Anaheim, Calg
NBA BASKETBALL
7:15 p.m.
TNT — Washington at Atlanta
9:30 p.m.
TNT — Sacramanto at L A Clippers
NFL FOOTBALL
11:30 a.m
CBS — New England at Detroit
3:15 p.m.
FOX — New Orleans at Dallas
7:20 p.m.
NFLN
Cincinnati at N Y Jets 8 20

p
FRIDAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
10 a
ESPN2 — Louisville at •-•:1.-g,
11 a.m.
ABC — West Virginia al Pitist-ii.-Ar
1:10 p.m.
CBS — Auburn at Alabama
2:30 p.m.
ABC — Colorado at Nebraska
FSN
UCLA at Anzona St
6 p.m.
ESPN
Arizona at Oregoo
9115 p.m.
ESPN — Boise St at Nevada
GOLF
2 a.m.
TGC — European PGA Tcur. Dubai
World Championship. third round at
Dubai United Arab Emirates
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN
Old Spice Classic semrhnal
teams TBD at Orlandc
1:30 p.m.
ESPN - 76 C•a ,
, s,
teams TBD
A ,,ir'e,r, aht
ESPN2 - Preea,,at, Nil
place
game, tearns TBD
Ne,
k
4 p.m
ESPN -- Preseason NIT. crlar,pionshic,
game. teams TBD at New Yon,
ESPN2 — Old Spice Classic semifinal
teams TBD al Orlando Pa
ESPNU
76 Classic. second round.
teams TBD at Anaheim Calif
6:30 p.m.
ESPNU — 76 Classic. semifinal. teams
TBD at Anaheim Calif
10:30 p.m.
ESPNU — 76 Classic second muncl
reams TBD at Anahemi Cale
NBA BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — Houston at Charlotte
8:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — Golden State at Memphis
UNITED FOOTBALL LEAGUE
11 a
VERSUS — Playoffs, championship
game teams TBD at Omaha. Neb
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2011
GMC TERRAIN
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BG 55 HANDHELD BLOWER

$14995
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Murray Home & Auto
976 Chestnut Street• Murray
270-753-2571
MurrayHomeAndAuto.net
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From Page 1D
took over the reigns as the starting quaiterback in the sixth
game of the season and all he
did was set the single-game
records
for
completions,
attempts, yards and touchdowns. He finished the season
by going 213-for-320 for 2.442
yards and 15 touchdowns. He
also rushed for 292 yards and
seven touchdowns.
In his first start of the season, Brockman rewrote the
school arid conference record
books as he went 32-of-41 for
570 yards and seven touchdowns. He set records for passing yards and total offense (586
yards), while tying the OVC
mark for touchdowns. It was
the most yards in the FCS this
season and Brockman was honored as the National Player of
the Week by the College
Football Performance Awards
and The College Sporting
News.
Johnson (Moultrie, Ga.) was
recognized as both a defensive
back and a return specialist. He
finished his first season as a
Racer with 67 tackles, 7.5 tackles-for-loss, two interceptions.
10 passes defended and two
blocked kicks. As
retumer,
Johnson leads the nation by
averaging 2211 yards per punt
return. including two returns
for touchdowns.
He ranks second on the team
in tackles, while being tied for
fourth in tackles-for-loss and
tied for the team lead in interceptions.
He electrified the crowd
again the following week as he
helped the Racers nearly pull
the
upset over
No. 4
Jacksonville State by returning
a punt 70 yards for a touchdown in the fourth quarter.
Brackett (Madison, Ala.)
was named to the newcomer
teatn afier setting a new freshman record with 62 catches for
617 yards and three touchdowns. He ranks second in the
OVC in catches per game (5.6)
and sixth in yards per game
(56.1). Amongst freshnian,
Brackett leads the FCS in
catches per game. and ranks
second in yards per game.

2008

200

2007

fit
201
tow
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a.m
,
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s
a.m.
aa
klabama
I Nebraska
izolia St

NIT championshlo
at New York
e Classic semifinal
ndo Fla
;lc second round
Calrf
p.m.
K. semifinal teams
:alrf
)p.m.
oc second round
Calr!
;KETBALL
t.m.
at Charlotte
p.m.
;tate at Memphis
BALL LEAGUE

Members of the 2010 Calloway County boys soccer team were recently recognized
at the year-end banquet. Varsity members honored were. front row, from left: Colby
Fox (Academic Award), Theo Oualls (Most Improved and Academic Award), Zach
Fortenbery (Academic Award). ian Umstead (Most Improved and Academic Award),
Back row - Blake Maness (Coaches Award and Academic Award). Corey Evans
(Academic Award). Karlo Vazquez(Most Valuable Player and Academic Award). Nick
Holt (Best Offensive Player), Garrett Schwettman (Best Defensive Player and
Academic Award).
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LK has .1 strong
son. with live players aberdy
th,
averaging double dicits
points column. Victona Dunlar
is the teams leader across 'tic
coon. with 19_3 points. 10 rebounds. 4.3 steals, 3.3 block,
arid 2 7 assists per game. She 1 shooting 38.1 percent 16-4-42.
from dte field and 78.8 percent
‘26-(4-33)from the charity stripe
The Wildcats have a sironj:
overall game. shrxiting 41 3 per
cent from the field. making 25.3
free throws per game and nircing
27 turnovers. The only area ot
the season box ,core that UK
trails its opponents is in rebounding. with the difference being
only five 139-44).
The Wildcats tum up their production a little in the second halt
of action. having scored 45 more
points in the second stanza. Their
opponents have only
''
more points than in
stanza.

Deluxe Models &
Custom Garages & Homes

Hea
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www.heaznandgarages.crim

Deluxe Models
with Vinyl Siding
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2008 TOYOTA TUNDRA LIMITED 4X4

2006 GMC SIERRA

74,000 MILES

Extended Cab

110

ti

Si ti

IS IS SS iS

2002 GMC ENVOY SLT 4X4

33,000 MILES

Crew Cab, TRD Off Road
Heated Leather Moonroof

r jyt:....,,,,---- --Iti,

124,000 MILES
Heated Leather. Moonroof, Polished Wheels

Stk #TT1093A

Stk. #TT0218A

Stk #TC0183A

$28,495

$15 995

$10,395

2006 NISSAN MURANO S

2008 CHEVROLET EQUINOX LS

91.000 N.IILES

14,000 MILES

All Wheel Drive, T/C, PWI
PL. CD.

T/C. PW/PL CD. Ahoy
Wheels.

Stk #P7658

Stk #CP923A

$19,795
2005 LEXUS ES 330
85.000 MILES
Heated Leather, Moonroof, Alloy Wheels
Stk #P7657

$15,995

42,000
MILES

2006 NISSAN ALTIMA SE
53,000 MILES

T/C, PW/PL,
CD, Reg.
Cab, Short
f3ed.
STK.
#CCO231A

V6, Alloy Wheels, T C
PW/PL CD
Stk #P7640

$14,995

2007 CHEVROLET SILVERADO LT Z•71 4X4 2008 JEEP WRANGLER X 2010 DODGE JOURNEY SXT
35.000 MILES
Extended Cab, T/C, PW/
PL, CD

42,000 MILES

26,000 MILES

Automatic. Soft Top. Alloy
Wheels.

All Wheel Drive, 19" Aluminum Wheels. Stk #CP961

Stk #P7639

Stk #CT1022A
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guard Jeremy Green, who is
averaging 14.7 points per game
and stands 6-foot-4.
Tht.ugh Murray State will
have to combat similar size
issues against the Cardinal as Ole
Miss. Kennedy says Stanford is a
different type of team. relying
less on pure athleticism and more
on sets and scheme_
'They run a 101 of sets, so
defensit ely. we'll work on
defending screens a little bit
more than we would some other
teams.Kennedy
said.
"Rebounding is a big key
because they're so big at every
position.
"We've got to get better at
taking care of the hall and be
sound defensively.A win on Thursday would lift
Murray State in the winners'
bracket. where they would play
the winner of UNLV/Tulsa on
Friday.
Lose and the Racers would
get the loser of that game.

,••••••••=011011•1•V•raitlill•111

Calloway
County
boys soccer junior
varsity
members
honored were, from
left: Tyler
Schanbacher (110%
Award).
Justin
Wilhelm
(Best
Defensive Player).
Tyler Stone (Best
Offensive Player),
and Alex Gullixson
(Most
Valuable
Player)

s champicylship
at Omaha Neb

VC

•Women
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at the t.mkings. however. to
know they belting in the field.
Mentioned as a preseason
favorite to play in the title game
of the 76 Classic. the Racers fell
out of the AP poll's vote-receiving column after losing at Ole
Miss last week.
But MSU still received two
votes in the coaches poll. making
them the 43rd-ranked squad in
the nation.
The chief focus for Kennedy
in practice this week has been
more sound decision-making on
tioth offense and defense. something that starts with his senior
leaders. guards Isacc Mile% and
B.J. Jenkins.
As they did against Ole Miss.
the Racers will be facing a team
that is much bigger than themselves against Stanford, making
rebounding a priority. Murray
State was outrebounded 39-30
against Ole Miss.
Stanford is led by. junior
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2010 DODGE AVENGER 11/T 2010 CHRYSLER SEBRING LIMITED 20'10 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SXT
20,000 MILES

Heated Leather. Moonroof. Alloy
Wheels, Spoiler. Stk. #CP973
I

14,000 MILES
Heated Leather. Moonroof.
Alloy Wheels. Stk. #CP959
I kf

Jowl

NOLEMMIMMEMIO
$18,695

27,000 MILES
Stow-N-Go Alloy Wheel
Stk itCP975

s18,495
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s.f

$19,795
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WKMS begins holiday programming
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's
listener-supported public radio
service, WKMS. begins its
"Company for the Holidays"
programming on Thanksgiving
Day. "Company for the
Holidays" includes many hours
of seasonal music and storytelling entertainments from
national producers and WKMS
hosts through New Year's Eve.
Special
features
on
Thanksgiving Day include the
following:
• 9 a.m. - "Giving Thanks...
A music-and-stories celebration
of Thanksgiving. Host John
Birge creates a thoughtful, contemporary reflection on the
meaning of the holiday - perfect
for listening while families

gather.
• 10 a.m. - "The Splendid
Table's Turkey Confidential."
Get help for next year as you are
cooking this year's fea,t. Host
Lynne Rossetto Kasper offers
two-hours of tasty tips and
recipes.
• Noon - "BackStory American as Pumpkin Pie: A
History of Thanksgiving." The
History Guys discover why the
Puritans would have turned up
their noses at our Thanksgiving
foods, what it's like spending
Thanksgivings on the football
field. and how Thanksgiving
became a holiday.
• 7 p.m. - "Lovett Live
Onstage," featuring singersongwriter Richard Buckner.
Hear a live concert singer-song-

writer baritone Buckner performed for the Lovett Live
series at Murray State. The
show will pre-empt the first
hour of ''World Cafe."
See a listening schedule for
Company for the Holidays at
www.wkms.org, or request a
printed schedule at 1-800-5994737. WKMS mailed printed
schedules to listener-contributors last week.
Murray State's public radio
service includes 91.3 WKMS,
Murray; WKMS HD-I and AllClassical HD-2; 90.9 WKMD,
Madisonville; 89.5 WKMT,
Fulton; 99.5 Paris. TN; and AllClassical 92.5 Paducah and
101.5 Madisonville. The station
streams both WKMS HD-1 and
HD-2 at wwwwkms.org.

B-WAG celebrates Christmas Playhouse to hold
KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
HOLIDAY ART AUCTION: A variety of artwork was auctione
d off at last Friday's Murray State
University Holiday Art Auction in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
Pictured, MSU students line up to
display pieces of art that were sold in the live auction portion
of the event.

Arts in the Region
•'It's a Wonderful Life" will be
performed as a radio play at 7
p.m. Thursday the Badgett
Playhouse in Grand Rivers. For
tickets. visit www.grandriversvariety com or call 1-888-362-4223

• The Carson Center in downtown Paducah presents "Get the
Led Out,' a tribute to Led
Zeppelin, at 7:30 p.m. Saturday
For tickets. visit www.thecarsoncenterorg or call (2701• 45°4444.

• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
"It's Kind of a Funny Story."
• Percussionist Kyle A.
based on the novel by Ned Payton will perform at 3:30 p.m.
Vizzini,
Friday
through Sunday at the Performing Arts
Sunday. The book was chosen Halt in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
for Murray State Universtty's Center
Freshman Reading Experience
for the 2009 fall semester. For
• The Kenneth Weedman
details and show times for the Sculpture exhitnt runs at
the
rest of the weekend. visit Janice Mason Art Museum in
www.maidenalleycinema.org
downtown
Cadiz through
Sunday. The museum is open
• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry Tuesday through Saturday from
presents "A Country Christmas'. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sundays
at 7:30 p.m. Saturday. At 10:30 from 1-4 p.m
a.m. each Sunday. they also
host Kentucky Lake Cowboy
• The student-run Tinseltown
Church. For tickets to shows, Tuesday series will show the
call (270) 527-3869 or 1-888- 1993 cult classic. "Tim Burton's
459-8704.
The
Nighmare
Before

Christmas' at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
the Gums Center Theater. The
1990 Chnstmas favorite "Home
Alone- will play at the same time
on Dec. 7.
•The Carson Center in downtown Paducah presents the popular musical 'Grease.' at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday. For tickets,
visit www thecarsoncenter.org or
call (270) 450-4444.

Special to the Ledger
Britton Working Artist•s Gallery's Open House Christmas
Celebration will be during Benton's celebrated Dickens Christmas.
Festivities begin with mini-concerts at the Benton Plan, at 5 p.m.
Dec. 10. B-WAG is located right by Dickens Alley, which opens at
5:30 p.m. The Gallery will be open froni 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
As locals focus on the reason for the season and Dickens' message of kindess and generosity. B-WAG encourages people to support local artisans, and give the gift of art which comes from the
heart. Our gallery solely represents the western Kentucky region. BWAG will offer hospitality, refreshments. gift-wrapping arid lots of
lovely heart-warming, hand-crafted gifts to choose from. B-WAG is
located at 103 West I I th St. in Benton.
Call 270-354-5004 for more information, or to make an appointment. B-WAG is currently taking submission and applications for
Resident Artists.

•
The
Golden
Pond
Planetarium presents laser light
shows Wednesday through
Sunday at 10 a.m., noon, 1. 2
and 3 p.m Starting Dec. 1. 7
p.m. and 8.30 p.m. shov.s will be
added. For more information,
visit wwvv.lbl.org/PLGate.html or
call (270) 924-2088.

annual meeting
Staff Report
Playhouse in the Park will
hold its annual meeting at 7
p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 14. Besides
discussion of business, the
board will also watch a performance by the recently
formed senior citizens acting
troupe, Old Duffers and Powder
Puffers. They will perform an
episode of the classic radio
drama. "The Shadow," according to Playhouse Executive
Director Lisa Cope.

LES _EVENT
UNIUSNOIL'AMU

To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague
at
753-1916
or
hteague@murraytedgercom.
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Looking Back
len years ago
Ke%in Sutter won first place
in the annual ENG 102 Research
1-...as Conte.' tot the school year
ending August 2188) sponsored by
the Murray State University English and Philosophy Department.
His papet was titled. -the Accomplishment. of Richard Wagner..Aitei alining in Murray nearI% 15 years ag.i. the National
Scouting Museum will close for
good on Nos 10 and move to
ing. Texas.
fhe Shoney's Inn of Murray
is the recipient of the President's
Award for Outstanding Guest Satisfaction tor 2000 from ShoLodge
liatichisc Ss stenis. Inc.. the franchisor ot Shoney's Inn throughout the country.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of members of the Calloway County Fire
14c Rescue Squad as they' inspect
their
new
3,000
gallon
pumperhanker delivered Friday at
the tire station. The monster truck
will allow the squad to better
serse out-of-the-way places in the
county where water souices are
not readily available.
Emily Lynn Puffer. 1. recent!) competed in the International
Charm Beauty Pageant held at Playhouse m the Park. She won ftrst
place in three divisions: Beauty.
Most Beautiful and Overall Most
Beautiful. She is the daughter of
Terry and Debbie Puffer of Bryan.
Ohio.
Thirty years ago
In today's top story. "Educational Rardsing Released.- the state
Depanment of Education has listed the annual teacher salary as
$14.520 or $40 more than the earlier estimate of KEA.
Published is a picture of Murray State tailback. Lindsey Hudspeth. as he leaped a tall Western Kentucky Hilltopper at a single bound for one of his four
touchdowns Saturday in the Racers. 49-0 win over WKU.
Published is a picture of Murray State cheerleader Scott Elliott
as he vaults through the air at
the Murray State game against

Single woman has a knack for Pain rules senior citizens' life
DR. GOTT: My mom in a younger person and. as you
dating E-mail exhibitionists is 92DEAR
and has macular degenera- pointed out, she has had nega-

Forty years ago
The Community Thanksgiving
sets ice will be held Nos 25. at
DEAR ABBY: 1 ani a 38-year7:30 p.m. at the First Presbytetold woman with an outgoing perian Church with the Rev. Dr Frank
sonality However. when I first
N. Tinder. intenm pastor of the
meet a man. I move slowly.
First Christian Church. as speakIt I agree os a date, I meet
er.
him at a public place. After a
011ie C. Hail, chairman of the
few dates. I'll share my e-mail
Calloway County Agricultural Staaddress so we can communicate
blization and Conservation Commore easily And. Abby, that's
mittee, discussed the use. of Ow
when
the
1970 marketing cards issued
trouble starts.
govenors of burley tobacc,
Over the
The tobacco barn an,:
past
few
acres of tobacco ot John 1:
years, several
were destroyed last night
men have eRecently reported birth% include
mailed
me
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
nude photos
I. Flowers.
of themselves
Fifty years ago
after I gave
Galen Thunnon. Jr. was sworn
them my conin as a new member of the Murtact informaray Planning Commission at the
tion. I'm not
meeting on Nov. 21. according to
a prude, but
Dr. i-larry U. Whayne, chairman
By Abigail
I feel it was
of the commission.
Van Buren
disrespectful.
The Community' Thanksgiving
I
broke up with each of them
service, sponsored by the Murand deleted their photos from my
ray-Calloway County Ministerial
computer
Association. will he held Nov. 24
Please lend me some advice
at 10 a.m. at the Memorial Baparid insight here. Until then. I'm
tist Church with the Rev. W'alter
considering remaining single forMischke. Sr.. pastor of the First
ever. -- SEEN IT ALL IN SAN
Methodist Church. as the speakANTONIO
er.
DEAR SEEN IT ALL: I'm
Mrs. Mary' Milton. First Dissurpnsed you didn't sign yourself
tnct president of the American
"Seen Too Much." Where are you
Legion Auxiliary. will speak at
meeting these creepy individuals'?
the meeting of the local auxiliary'
Before the Internet, they used to
on Nov. 28. according to Mrs
be called "flashers."
Ethel Key. president.
Because this has happened to
Sixty years ago
A herd of cattle will be added
you mote than once in the past
to the livestock program of Murfew years. it's time to ask yourray State College. according to Prof.
self if somehow you may have
A Carman, head of the Agricul.
given the impression that you
tural Department at MSC.
would be receptive to this kind
A house of S. 4th and Vine
of contact. In other words. think
Streets burned last night as the
atmut the signals you may be
temperature was near zero. Calsending after a few dates.
loway Countians woke up this
morning to find the ground covDEAR ABBY: NvIth the holiered with snow and ice.
day's coming. I know I'll be spendMiss Kay V.reatherly. a senior
ing time with my boyfnend's famat Murray High School was electily. Every. time 1 see his father
ed Football Queen. Her attendants (who is a poor excuse
for a dad)
were Betty Hutson and Rachel
he asks when I'm going to give
Blalock.
him grandbabies.

Dear Abby

au. has gone on lor five years.
I am not even married to his son,
and I don't plan on hasing any
children He makes me feel like
I don't deserve his son if I don't
have children. (My boyfnend
already has a son from a previous relationship.) I have tned to
answer him nicely. I have even
tned to be rude, but he just doesn't get it!
I would like to know how to
respond to htm. 1 certainly do not
want it to affect his family's Christmas. but I feel I should stick up
for myself. Please help. -- WANTS
NO BABIES IN NEW YORK
DEAR WANTS NO BABIES:
Smile and tell the nervy gentleman he can expect you to give
him grandbabies after you start
feeling maternal. and when you
begin to feel maternal he'll be
the first to know Do not pick a
fight with him. and don't spend
much time with him Apparently,
your boyfnend got his brains from
his mother.
And now. Dear Readers. I
am pleased to offer the traditional Thanksgiving Prayer that was
penned by my. dear mother, Pauline
Phillips. No Thanksgiving would
be complete for me without it.
Oh. Heaven!) Father,
We thank Thee for food and
remember the hungry,.
We thank Thee for health and
remember the sick.
We thank Thee fur freedom
and remember the enslaved.
May these remembrances stir
UF to service,
That Thy gifts to us may be
used for others. Amen.
Have a safe and happy Thanksgiving, everyone! -- LOVE, ABBY
•••••

Dear Abby is written by Abigail N all Buren, aka Jeanne
Phillips, and was rounded by
her mother. Pauline Phillips.
%rite Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.

Today In illstory
By The Associated Press
today. is Wednesday, Nov. 24.
the 328th day of 2010. There are
37 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 24, 1859, Bfitish naturalist Charles Darwin published
"On the Ongin of Species," which
explained his theory of evolution
by means of natural selection.
On this claw
In 1784. Zachary Taylor. the
12th president of the United States,
was born in Orange County. Va.
In 1863. the Civil War Battle
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tion. so someone reads her your
column every morning It's heartbreaking to see the horrendous
pain that she is in It's extreme
from her hip down to the foot
on her nght leg, and it travels.
as well.
She has severe arthritis -- bone
rubbing on bone in her hip because
the cartilage
is gone, and
her
sciatic
nerve is being
pinched. She
has
spinal
stenosis and
tibromyalgia
as well, as far
as we can tell.
She's tried
things from
your column
tiom time to
By
Dr Peter Gott time. She's
been to pain
doctors, had five shots, acupuncture, seen a chiropractor and has
had physical therapy. We rub her
down with different things. She
sparingly takes pain medication.
which doesn't always work, applies
ice for 20 minutes once or twice
a day and still is in severe pain
most of the time. She ciumot walk
due to it.
I keep thinking surely there is
something that can help other than
sureery. She's not interested in
that option because of her age
and her negative reactions to anesthesia and many drugs. Is there
a noninvasive procedure that can
help, a cream she can use. a spe
cialist she can see or a pill she
can take? I find it so hard to
believe that in this day and age
someone has to be in such severe
pain. A once very active woman
has been all but stopped.
DEAR READER: As with any
medical condition and possible
options, a physician must look at
the whole picture. The thing that
stands out is her age Most people don't respond as well to surgery' at 92 as they. would when
younger, recuperation is longer than

Dr. Gott

tive reactions to anesthesia.
I cannot comment on her macular degeneration other than to
reconimend she see a top-notch
ophthalmologist it %he hasn'
already done so.
Osteoarthritis. sciatica. spinal
stenosis and fibromyalgia have
one symptom in common -- pain.
There are options for relief.
Initially, I might suggest massage by a therapist You might
check with her physician or your
local hospital for recommendations.
If you are fortunate enough to
have a visiting nurse's facility in
your community. they will likely
inake house calls.
Porchase a whirlpool insert for
her bath nib Of obtain a chair for
the shower that will allow soothing water to help ease her pain.
Instead of ice. consider a warming topical ointment such as Castiva sir another over-the-counter
product that has a castor oil base
plus capsaicin to provide relief
from the pain. If you can't find
any' product at your local independent store, ask them to order
it for you.
Make an aromatherapy "hotpack' of sorts from an old pillowcase cut down to about 8 inches in height. Fill it with dry white
rice and lavender or chamomile.
Stitch up the fourth side to prevent the contents from spilling
out. At appropnate times, pop it
into your microwave for about 30
seconds to warrn. Wrap it around
her neck. The scent may' lessen
her pain by providing soothing
relief as she inhales.
Speak with her physician about
modifying her medication. SOMC
times when one drug in a specific class isn't adequate, another
is. Also, be sure you run my
rather benign suggestions past him
or her before initiating them.
To give you related information, I am sending you copies of
my Health Reports "Understanding Osteoarthritis" and "Fibromyalg Id."

Mots From Weise
of Lookout Mountain began in
Tennessee: Union forces succeeded in taking the mountain from
the Confederates.
In 1939, Bntish Overseas Airways Corp. (BOAC) was formally established.
In 1944, dunng World War
U.S. bomlaers based on Saipan
attacked Tokyo in the first raid
against dr. Japanese capital by
!arid-based planes.
In 1950. the musical 'Guys
and Dolls." based on the writings
of Damon Runyon and featunng

songs by Frank Loesser (LEH:suhr), opened on Broadway.
In 1963, Jack Ruby shot and
mortally wounded Lee Harvey
Oswald, the accused assassin of
Presid.ent John E Kennedy, in a
scene captured on live televiSion.
In 1969, Apollo 12 splashed
down safely in the Pacific.
In 1971. hijacker "D.B. Cooper" parachuted from a Northwest
Orient Airlines 727 over Washington state with 5200,000 dollars in ransom — his fate remains
unknown.
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Washing
the
Dishwa.sher

glasses and even the washing take water out of canner after it
machine (same procedure as the cooled. I used my turkey baster
dishwasher, but use more vinegar, until I could take the jars out.
1/2 to I gallon, and the hottest - Wanda Waid. Interlaken, N.Y
Dear water possible). I have compiled
What a fantastic idea! You also
Heloise: Is a list of my favorite uses for vine- can use the baster to remove any
there
some gar. To receive it. send S5 and a excess juice that is in the jars
way to clean long. self-addressed. stamped (61
before sealing them. -- Heloise
the inside of cents) envelope to: HeloiseNineONION OPTION
the
DISH- gar, P.O. Box 795001. San AntoDear Heloise: Vv'hen I purWASHER nio, TX 78279-5001.
chased onions recently at the farmwithout ustng
Keep a !abeled spray bottle of ers market. I asked the best way
.he pncey cleaners available at
vinegar under the kitchen sink, to store them. The onion grower
the grocery store? Thank you. -- and you'll be ready to keep your told me that a paper
sack is the
Kathy Logsdon, via e-mail
home sparkling and clean! -- best way to keep onions -- it
Kathy, yes, there is, and it Heloise
works for several weeks. -- Tomincludes my favorite must-have in
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
mie in Tyler. Texas
every household: vinegar! Here
Heloise
Our favorite way of storing
are the steps:
P.O. Box 795000
onions? In a pantyhose leg' Wash
Turn on the dishwasher when
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
and dry a pair of nylons, and
it is empty; don't USC any dishFax: 210-HELOISE
drop one onion in, then tie a knot
washer detergent.
E-ntail: Heloise(at)Heloise.com and continue. Store in a cool, dry
Let the bottom of the washer
place! -- Heloise
fill with water, stop the cycle.
LOVE THOSE GLOVES
BROTH TALK
then pour in 2 to 3 cups of plain
Dear Heloise: i have used rubDear Fieloise: When 1 boil
white or apple-cider vinegar. L,et ber gloves to wash dishes, and
chicken, I save the broth. I let it
the dishwasher finish the cycle. put a sticky clip inside the cabi- cool and skun
off the fat. I have
You might need to repeat if you net door to keep them at hand. good broth with
NO salt. I put it
have extremely stubborn hard-water But the dnppy mess imtated me. in the freezer
lin freezer bags or
stains inside.
I finally figured out to dry my containers). and it is good for a
Do this periodically to keep gloves while they are on my hands! fairly long
time. It is also good
the dishwasher clean and fresh. No more drippy mess. -- Karon, to use as a
liquid in mashed potaDid you know that vinegar is a via e-mail
toes. -- Bill in Louisiana
wonchorse around your home? It
CANNING TOMATOES
(c)2010 byr King Features Syncan remove hard-water deposits
Dear Heloise: I was rust can- dicate Inc.
from bathroom fixtures, drinking ning tomatoes. When I went to

by
Heloise
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Informal eatery
Long looks
Ellipse
Five-time Derby winner
Peach centers
Blow one's top
Blond shade
Urban fleet
Wipe clear
Balloon fill
Deserve
Dog topper
Like the Sahara
To be, to Balzac
Like some jackets
'Nonsense!"
Race part
Ham ii up
!t may be furrowed
Hold up
Fix
Arbor climber
Plummer of film
Machu Picchu native
Thanksgiving staple
Like some wines
Nightclub of song
Rara —
Begetting
Golfer Ernie
Long stones
His job's in "Jeopardy!"
Play makeup
Lamb's dad
Important time
Lawn material
Jazz fan
Take the bus
Getting together
Mystique
Worry
Shopping haven
Huron neighbor
Take A easy
Mock
Comics punch sound
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Commercial Properly
Pats & Supplies
Comstock & Suppers
Pule. Sae
Lend For gore or Leese

430
415
440
445
ASO
455
460
470
480
445
490
495
543
510
520
530
560
570

Re. I vete
t site Property
Lots iv. Sage
Lots For Rem
Ferns For Sage
8011/90
Homes For Sala
Motorcycle. AT9 s
Auto Parts
Sport Moldy Vein.**
Used Cars
Vans
Ulled
Campors
Boots & Motors
Services Cabmen
Free Column
Tobacco Supplaes

When I purly at the farmthe best way
onion growei
a- sack is the
onions -- it
eeks. -- Tom-

:y of storing
)se Icg' Wash
nylons, and
ten tie a knot
In a cool, dry

+/hen I boil
broth. I let it
le fat. I have
salt. I put it
:ezer bags or
good for a
is also good
mashed potasiana
"eatures Syn-

COMM(iNWEALTH OF liENTUcKY
COL'RT OF JUSTICE
CALWWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00397
DEUTSCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST COMPANY,
AS TRUSTEE FOR THE REGISTERED HOLDERS OF'
MORGAN STANLEY ABS CAPITAL I INC. TRUST
2007.HE7 MORTGAGE PASS-THROUGH CERTIFICATES,
SERIES 2007-HE7,

- 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
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that Cod would call your
PLUNl'IFF

Like el ghost I flitter

NCYTICE OF SALE

iNALD C. DIECK,SR., JOANN C. DIECK,
iUNTY OF CALIAWAY.

through the night

dearly in death we
DEFENDA.NTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuil.
Court on October 7, 2010. in the above cause. to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 871,023.78, plus interest, etc., I ahall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouae door in the City of Murray, Calloway
("ounty, Kentucky. to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday, Dec. ember 3.
2010, at the hour of 10,00 a.m., Inca/ time. or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with its specific address being 51
Oak (.'rest Drive, Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly descnbed as
follows,
Lot No. 24 in Block '13" in the East
Manor Subdivision as shown by Plat
which 18 of record in Plat Book No. 2 at Page No. 79 in the office of the Clerk of
the l'alloway County C,ourt.

do the same.

keeping to the shadows

If broke our hearts to lose you,
you did not

MOM:for

Weemesday

lke.12 p.m.

Thirsday

Wed 10 am.

Friday

Thur.10 am

Saturday

Thur.12 pa.

a.

The above identified lot is tranaferred and conveyed aubrect to all protective
covenants. restrictione. easements, reservacions and all other exceptiona and
covenants running with land and as stated in and on the plat of said subdivision
and as recorded thereon in said Plat Book No. 2, Page No 79 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court. all of which are by thir reference made a
part of this instrument, the mune as if written herein in full.
Lot No. 25 in Block -13" in the Ea."Y" Manor Subdinsion 88 shown by Plat
which is of record in Plat Book No. 2 at Page No. 79 tn the office of the Clerk cf
the Calloway County Court.
The above identified lot is transferred and conveyed subject to all protective
covenants, restrictions, easements, reservations and all other exceptioroo and
covenant() running with land and as etated in and on the plat of said aubdiviemn
and as recorded thereon in said Plat Book No. 2, Page No 79 an the office of the
Clerk of the C'alloway County Court, all of which are by Ulu reference made a
part of this inatrument. the same as if written herein in full
Bring the same property conveyed to Ronald C Dieck, et al , by deed from Larry
Robinaon. et ux , dated May 3. 2007 of record in Book 693, Page 429 in ttie
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall not be divided and Fold as a whole on a
cash or credit basis of 30 days, but if eold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser
shall be required to deposit with the commiseionew ten percent of the purchaae
price, with the balance to be paid in within thirty (301 days, with sufficient
surety bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid.
and fully due and payable as set forth herein. A lien ahall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taint shall be ameertamed and
paid. hut shall be aold subyect to the corrent year ad valorem taxes
This 15th day of November, 2010.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

fiod called you home.
You left us peaceful nuntories,
your love Is still our guide:

you are atways at our side.
Our family chain Is broken.
and nothing HEMS the same:
but as God call us us one by one,
the chain will link again.
Your Family,
Shirley, Tilly $ Sherrie
Marynnn $ Dennis, Savana

and abhorring the light
The night camouflages ar.d and no one can see

Paid hotidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary. plus commission. are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

tne shadow of the person that once was me
The days lay bare with no place to hide, this

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

raw, consuming pain that I feel insitk

PLAINTlf r

NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

Being the same property conveyed to Jana Morgan, by deed dated 0,,embrr
1999. of record in Deed Book 333. Page 761. in the Calloway ('ounty Clerier
Office
The aforementioned property shall be .ld on a cash or credit basis of 60 day.,
but if sold on a credit of 60 days. the purchaser shall be required to depostt with
the onnmiasioner ten percent of the purchaae price, with the balance to be paid
in within sixty i60) days, with sufficient surety bond, beanng intereat at 2%
per annum from the date of Kale until paid. and fully dile and payable ice act
forth herein. A hen shall be retained on the property aa additional eecurity All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold eubject to the
current year ad valorem taxem
This 15th day of November, 2010
Rempectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Maater Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

An Equal Opportunity Employer

at plate of no return no matter the tears or
how much I yearn

CAREY COUNSELING CENTER, INC.
All I

haWt. left are

Providing mental nealth services in West
Tennessee for more than 40 years. CAREY has
offices in Camden, Huntingdon. Pans. Trenton.
and Union City Currently recruiting for the
following positions-

your niensorie.i, cherish

them I do but I would give everything I have
for one more day with you.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMEFVANALYST
Proficiency ir Access required Paris location.

So I try to continue living until the day

Please submit resume, Ietler of inteiest. and
pcsition(s) of interest lo:
Fax. 731-642-1010 Attn: HR Dept.
Email: resumeg_fthilic org
Or Mail: HR Department
P.O. Box 30
Paris, TN 38242
No phone calls please.
EOE

w I th you.

it.<- would fiiie to express
ciratitude and

appreciation
for aa"your acts fgenerosittt.
thefood, cards, anefetc., burr
most ofall for your trioughts
and' prayers.
T'he Tatnify of
Ray .Lafser

God saw his kind and gentle child
in pain and so weak, so he carried
him home. Otis loved his earthly
home very much, but he moved to
his new home which was better.
Otis left behind those who loved
him. He went first and we remain
to travel on without him, but soon
we'll follow him.
Sadly missed & forever loved.
His wife, Ann Cohoon
Sisters, Thelma James
Sue & Lamon Lovett
Jane Stokes
--46;400

Love,
Joanne, Ronda $ Chelsea

Notice
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

FOUND 2 Compound
Bows Call me ana give
exact description. 270293-0649
JUST give us a call,
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & limes.

Cal; 753-1916
060
Help Wanted

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
PUBLIC
AUCTION
AAA Ministorage
Saturday 9:00
November 27th

MR. TUXE150
.
Over 75
. Styrep & Colo,
Best OUallty .
*Low j5rine-

1504-1508
Diuguid Dr.
LinitS 3, 6, 32, 48,

NEW- LOCATION
'3195 121 S.
753-9038

55, 78. 96.

37

Checic us out on the Web!

You are no longer of this earth, ycu inhabit

you tome for me and take me away to be

One year ago today
November 24, 2009,
Otis Dale Cohoon passed
from this life.

(70MMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 08-CI-00528

-CUSTOM 8801Shoulders, Turkeys, &
Wild Game 270-2273309

VISA

part

of us went with you, the day

The *eat halt of the ()Id callowav lliwn Road which begins at the mouth edge of
the right-of-way of Kentucky Highway 94 and rune in a Southerly direction with
Hopkins' east line to the moutheast corner of property belonging to Thomam L
Hopkins, et ux . by virtue of a deed from Ilarold (;ene Landolt. et ux , dated
November 19. 1969, and recorded in Deed Book 140. Page 572, Calloway County
Court Clerk's (fffice
to

Mon. 10 a.m.

The Murray. Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing, or Public Relations
preferred. but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.

May 12. 1949 - Nov. 25. 2009

We did not know that day

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 23. 2010, in the above cauae, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 85.074 32, plus interest, etc , I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthou. door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public. auction on Friday, December
3. 2010 at the hour of 10.00 a rn., local tune, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described 119 follows.
A part of the Northeast Quarter of Section 19, Tawnship 2, Range 5 Fault, beginning at a stake in the section line on the mouth edge of State Highway 94 in the
center of the Old Calloway Town Road, thence, Westward with said highway to
the center of Tucker Branch. thence, down said branch to a make in the east lute
of amid section in the center of said old road. ther,ce North with the center of the
Old Calloway Town Road to the point of iyegonning and containing 1-3i4 acres,
more or less

R

Fri. 10 O.

-

ADVERTISING SALES

24, 1954 - Nov. 25. 2009

name. In life we loved you
VS

JANA MORGAN, MARK MORGAN.
REGIONS FINANCIAL CORPORATION,
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,AND
SOUTHERN TAX SERVICES

;

Tuesday

S8.25 First Day

9a Seouusy, Ventouf
Willy, Ray,CM4441414/.

VS

E
Ri M
. I
; T

Frill:tun

Saw Saver

TO Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916
ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax: 753-1927

TAX EASE LIEN INVESTMENTS I, LLC,
PLAINTIFF,

K

Monday

88-50 CoItraux Inch, 60'; Discount 2nd Run,
40%. Discount 3rd Run.
(r11/ 3 Ad,Must Run WIthin b Dalt l', riod ,
83.35 per column inch extra for Monday IShopping Guidel
i 1^..t %if-.

and though we cannot see ycu,

•anner after it
turkey baster
he jars out. rlaken.
idea! You also
o remove any
s in the jars
.
Heloise

DEADLINES

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so co,rections can
be made

C A
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment:
Positions available on
1st. 2nd. and 3rd shifts
Customer
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careersOchuckiones net
V
t
www chuckiones net
for
complete
Job
descnptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screen

SKILLED Mechanic:
ASE certified a plus but
not required, must be
willing to take ASE
tests Mail resume to.
P0
Box
1040-J
Murray. KY 42(71

The City of Murray has the
foilowing Job opportunity
ACCOUNTING CLERK
S11.73 per hour
Apply at www.murraykygov or
City Hall, 104 N. 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky, 42071.
Deadline for recening applications
5:00 p.m. Fnday. December 3. 2010

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- sedum
on our classifieds
webpdge at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to robnetwork cum
By default.
Murray and local rob
listings will appear iei
this %ignite
However, as a national
ssebsite. not all listings
OD the robnetwork con,
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Plea,e call
us if you have any
questions regardmg
the Murray area
Joh listings Thank you

The City of Murray is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004

Of
Subscribe to the

X-Ray Tech needed
fr will train quaided
person Please
call
270-759-1116

Honest Single Mom
needs work Will sit
elderly,
with
run
errands, dialysis. 27°873-2051 or 227-7537
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502

GOOD used air conditioner. stove. refngerator. electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109

SUBSCRIBE

PECO
• ncirestimes,
Alf sales Carters
& other.posdionS
. Send to '
P0 Box 363 '
Murray KY
420-'1

Christian Woman with
20/years experience
will sit with your loved
ones. Pay depending
on level of care. 419239-9903. 270-9788607

L'
arti-i I

&TIMES
Horne Delivery
Local Mall
e 3 MO.
$30.00
3
mo.
$35.00
e 6 mo.
$55.00
1
......5105.00 6 mo.......
1 yr...-$110.00
1
1
1
1

Rest of KY/TN

All Other \lad
Subscriptions
3
...-.$75.00
6 mo
--MOO 6 mo.
$96.00
1 yr........- -.$120.1111 1 yr. -.----$145J101
aPuntogr A Ros hew,
*

I Check

Money Order

Vi.u.

Name
I St Address
City_

State
1
a

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:

MDM COMPUTERS
Service,Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

e

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 1270) 753-1916

Aturrin 1 ed)(

CL1SSIHERS

4/t • Merint•sda). Nmember 24. 2010

!Murray Ledger

Saturday, December 11th 2010 @ 10:00 AM

Help Wanted Professional
Grant Writer
Graves County School District

9760 State Route 121 N. Farmington, KY

The successful candidate for the position of Grant Writer os expected to
generaly revenue tot the Graves County School District by obtaining
oomiietdiye national state and local grants from government agencies.
pro. ate foundations and other entities..
Tti,i successful candidate we; assist the superintendent and other castnct
employees with grant writing as needed and directed including, but not
io required research proposal writing. editrng, the application
process and al some cases implementation process.
The successful candidate wtll serve as a resource and research person for
available tunding at times assist others Ifl grant preparation and proposal
writing at times leaa others in grant preparation and proposal wnting.
tlieS of ad assistance provided and of giant proposal applications
sabmiffec as we!! as files of all grants awarded
The :;uccessful candidate wili possess strong oral and written
communication skills, strong interpersonal and collaborative skills.
knowledge of community, school. government, and national programs, and
technology and business office skills to facilitate the process of grant wnting.
The successlul candidate will possess the abilities to work independently
with minimal direction. plan and organize work, re:insult outside entities to
identity grant opportunities, work toward obtaining those grant opportunities.
and the ability to understand and respond appropriately to grant
requirements.
The succeSsful candidate will possess a minimum of a bachelor's degree in
education. communication, wnting, finance, anceer other fields related to
grant writing directty or indirectly. It is desirable. but not required. that the
successful candidate will have experience in grant wnting or a related field.
Salary will be based on skills and expenence. Benefits are commensurate
with administrative staff in Kentucky public school districts.
To apply. submit a letter of application. resume, and three letters of
recommendation to Superintendent Pete Gailoway, Graves County Schools,
2290 State Route 121 North. Mayfield. KY 42066.
Application deadline is November 30. 2010

NEW OPPORTUNITES
CUSTOMF.R SERVICE AND
GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE
Exciting prospects are developing due to
ongoing growth_ PTL is seeking enthusiastic,
areer minded inditeduals to fill new positions in
several areas within the Murray corporate
neadquarters in entry to intermediate level.
full-time positrons. Past exposure to the
transportation industry is a plus, but, not
required Applicants with computer (Word &
Excel) and telephone skills and expenence
customer servoce. and/o.• marketing are
preferred Most positions require attention to
detail and ability to work with management and
decision makers. Successful employees
typically demonstrate a strong work ethic
complemented by supenor organizational.
written and verbal communication, and
analytical skills. We offer a competitive
compensation and benefits package.
Submit resume to

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.
Human Resources
Paschall Track Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1080
Murray, KY 42071-0018
Ar Equal Opportunity Employer

140

20
Want to Bey

Buying & Selling
old U S Coins
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars halves.
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brander.
293-6995

Pool Table Guy,
20 Years Experience
Poo Tables Bought. Soxl,
Serviced and Moved
731 819-4655
220
Muskat

SMALL used 100°2000 watt poeable
Prefer
generate,
Hence 270-293-8273

mum
LOOMS
*4 444.14111SAY
Guitar, Mann
Drums & mem
Learn Arty Song
U Wantlii
Play* Erall!

1989-1994
JW
Longaberger baskets
10 year oid sorrel: gelding wl Amish tack 16H
Needs
experienced
rider. 978-1717
2 plots in Murray
Memorial
Gardens
$850 for both Call
270-252-0293
Case tractor(801 B),
real estate lots. Will
consider trades. 7534109. 227-1546
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargams. Heart of Hazel
Trend-Nand
Treasures. Free gifts
for kids. Buy and
appraise coins. 27°753-4161
FIICH top soii, red gravel for sale. 210-3781,
559-2032.
Slabs & Sawdust 270293-9063

11114"-22 cu. ft Hot Point
refrigerator. Lg. Gas
Stove- Frigidaire, used
very little. 270-7615340
Stacked Washer &
Dryer. Frigidaire, extra
large capacity, 1/year
old. Price $450. Cail
270-227-1766. 270753-3618

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES,
WARD-ELKINS
605 E South 12th

SI

(270)753-1713

L

Mobile Homes FOf Sale

2007 Clayton, 16x80
3BR, 2BA, vinyi siding
like new. 270-489-2525
2BR & Lot. $10.900.
270-753-6012
Noma For Rent

-ATTENTION
STUDENTS!Perfect for that second
semester. only 6 month
lease required (month
to month also available). 3BR, 2BA. fudy
furnished mobile home
in Hazel All you need
is your clothes and
first/last months rent.
Call
270-293-3183
day/night
2BR, newly remodeled
inside & out. appliances. storage shed.
Quiet. rural setting near
lake No pets $580
includes
utilitres.
Security deposit and
references. 227-0004
3 BR $295.00
2BR $295.00
753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom no
pets 753-9866
320
Apartrnenh; For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR. price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman
FiE
7539898
1BR, unfurnished, near
campus, no pets, nonsmoking una. $260 per
month. 753-5980.

2BR. IBA, water, trash
ncluded,. $425/rno.
270-719-1654
2BR, Cei/A, all appliances, large master
bedroom. deck. & !seem
maintenance. Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
4BR. C/H/A. all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898
1st Full Mo Rent Free

Calloway Garden
Essex Dow ns
Apartments
1505 Deleted

e

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments availCali for your
able
appointment
today
270-753-2905.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications tor 1 & 2br wets.
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12pm TDD No.
1-800-64B-6056. Equal
Housing Opporturety.
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill.
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
mcluding washer &
icor. Only $550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
er cleaner apartment'
2701192-8211

VICTORIAN one bed.
room 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area_ Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view W/D.
refrigerator.
stove.
Very quret. All utilities
paid including electnc
$600/mo plus deposit
270-492.8211

1BR. Lease & Deposit
No Pets' 270-7530728. 270-994-3308
1BA,
2BR,
2-car
garage. large yard, partially fenced $550 plus
securrty 978-7441
2BR. 1BA. 5rten North
of Murray, no pets.
759-4826.
3 & 4BR Houses
Available
C/H/A,
Various
Locations.
Coleman RE 270-7539898
VERY nice 3BR with
garage. C/H/A, and
appiiances Coleman
RE
753-9898

A BEAUTIFUL HOME IN AN EXCELLENT LOCATION BETWEEN
MAYFIELD MURRAY, KY! ENJOY A PEACEFUL, RELAXING
SETTING JUST OFF HWY 80 FOUR LANE'
REAL ESTATE - NICE FURNITURE - GLASINIARE
MING WW1- TOOLS
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KEA'

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
YEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates Phone
2562. 227-0267

_.-Patc

.1

FANCY FARM KY-270-623-8466
RC
the Sailirn. Matatria ' i

i

1

!I

leather, loaded. sunroof. CD. heated seats,
,-nrome wheels. last sharp. black 81.000 miles.

1980 Mercedes Convertible,
silver, sharp

.

LOCAL CARS!
S4,995 each OBO

,,P.OPti,T,
'

itAllt ItIS

IC I. %I I'S %
1•140
4N
3 •

404-313-1051

kiwaskelktreaskuctioncei
*SAW. wawa
um,
An Walk SAKKESSuCtwatt •le •46:s7
MINIM IMAMS IMMWL/AUCI!ONE111
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•
siklrowairc Metle
,,,,wvi.ltarrisautrions.• corn
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AKC Shih Tzu Puppies.
Vet
Checked.
1st
shots. Female $250,
Male $200. Call 27°978-0020 or 270-8325538 evenings

fti.JESSCII,ILTirIE. AIL/4C1r"COM
• • • .74*0 MININIIIIMISII NO RESERVATIONS'''.
Saturday, Novarrshar 2Tth, At 10:00 A.M.
Mrs. Virginia Vaerghna Farnlly Farm

Near Murray, KY "Dexter

- Hardin"
From fvlerray Take Hwy 641 N 7 Miles To Dexter, Proceed E
On Hwy 1346, Cross Over Hwy 1824 And Proceed On E 3.5
To Peeler Road, Turn Right Proceed S 3/10 Mile To Hazlenut
Lane, Proceed On S 2/10 Mile To The Farm

leme.de
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IFecorr 8.11.ireeesiterste
Graz-frig - lArciacts - Spring Fiona'
Mass-rtissty - C4Arssi:slregr
Electricity To The Farm - And There Is A Well
Pilaffs A Caramto-y &FarmI
111.aarclhimwoi Torre-liar 1 315.4. Dawn -

enIance In 30
NO lituyer's Prom/mull

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2958.
REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzer
pups. Vet checked and
ready to go. 2-males,
5250. Cali 293-0575.
Shih-Tzu
puppies.
AKC. CKC. male $200$300
270-251-0310
evenirgs
1111111L
-71---76fi
6 Lots, Deep Wol
Septic 270-761-5340
VlorgAtt I edge, & time. I As,
11.,•••tn, 4.1 Notplite

Days

\ I: 1,0
,1,1‘,, to tht. it

-‹jantearcansh_corn For New Survey And Details! >Selling After The Real Estate
Ford 4630 Tractor. 1040 Hrs, Remote Valve. w/Milly Leaky • 2 - Ford 2 13tni
Plows, Oiie Spring Tnp • 3 Pt 5.5' Disc • Ford 2 Row 30,
3 Planter • 10' wheel Disc
• 2 Row Culti • 8- Cultipacker • 3 Pt Blade • 3 P1 Carry All •PTO Postboks Digger
• Ford 5 PI 6 Rotary Cutter • JD Rubber Tooth Hay Rake w/Dollie • NH 488
Haybine • NH PTO Manure Spreader • 32' Hay & Corn Elevator • Hay Speer •
Running Gear • 2 Axle 16' Stock Trailer • 2 Axle 16' Bumper Hitch Flat Trailer •
Head Catch • Feed Troughs • Hay Rings • Barn Yard Miscellaneous • Scrap
Iron • Work Table & Vise • Set Of Team Harness • Electric Meat SAWS • Two
Portable Chemical Toilets
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale!!
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FANCY'.FARM, KY- 270-62a-8466
- ri IL si.4:i
INC; MACHNNIV" .• .

309 Woodlawn 3BR,
decor
2BA,
new
$70,000 474-2520.
BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
Brick
home
in
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors.
Foam:it dining. custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
right. Approx 1800 SF
Living Call for your
private showirg 270753-2905

New 24
Reimers homes In
Riverfleki Estates.
Slit. Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
REDUCED Priced to!
quick sale. New energy
efficient. 3BR. 2BA 2
car garage. 2 240 sq
ft cathedral ceilings,
concrete
driveway,
large lot No city taxes
Lots of energy rebates.
210-3781, 559-2032.
TO view all homes for
sale go to
www campbellreally.com

JAM
ES R,CArliSH.
'N.'S AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER 77
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Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

R.

We Finance
noliammotoisates com

PERSONAL PROPERTY

270-753-4461

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29TH AT 5:00 RM
401 MAPLE STREET, MURRAY

Cream micro fiber 3 piece sectional couch, new granite top
black. server. new black server, end tables. new Bomb Bay
server, new black. armoire, black futon, table & 6 chairs, new
china cabinet, new & used recliners. full size metal head
board, new black dresser & mirror. new biack chest, black
shelf, 3 piece bedroom suite (Queen hd bd, ft bd, dresser
mirror and nightstand). new full size mattress & springs, several used couches and recliners, coffee tables. end tables
and other new and used furniture. NO SMALLS SELLING!

2 acre Wooded Lot Fo
Sale Ready to Build
School
Southwest
270-227-6965
[

Lots For Red

Private
country
mobile home lot. 3m1.
North
of
Murray.
$200/mo. Lease &
deposit required. Call
759-1204
after
7:00pm.

t&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
landscaping &
leaf Vacuuming
SatislactiOn guarantee.

753-1816

227-1N51

(270)761-SALE (270)705-4479
Tommy Chavis Broker/Auctioneer

Stoma; Rentals

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

L

J&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Owner el 121 S. & Geneve.
10%10525 10105540
1270i 436-2524
12701293-6906

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

360
Storage Recitals -1
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.inside climate control
storage
•Security alarrned
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

L

Corransrlul Prop. For Rant

RETAIL Store in Hazel
5000
SF
+/$1000 00/month
270-492-8211
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LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Pfofessional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
•Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

PICK UP

270-293-5821
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, lire
wood Insured 489
2839

WASTI.
NI

\ CI \OA I

• tel,h, tiet pickup,
•
,,,1•11,..i/opciated
7594151 • 293-2783
293-27%4
Hamilton (admit,
‘larbli•
3301 St. Rt 121N.

753.
:8087
i, • '.., ""
I loot. s 0,1

Odd llops. Repairs
• Home, kifie
Carpentry Light
E lectured,
-Yard\ & .•
Mien More
No jot)
Small
Jacob
270-178-0278

Hill Electric
Since 1986
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10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

7-29()5

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
I re n ts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity
812 WhItnell Ave.

753-3853
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Difficult) Level 1

ANNOUNCEMEN

DIVORCE with or
out children $125
PREE name char
documents and rr
settlement agreer
Fast and eaey CI
24hrsi 7days. 1-a
789-0198;
www.Cour tDivorci
w.e.ccrn

Reach Over 1 midi
readers with one
Contact the deism
department of this
newspaper or call
at 1-502-223-8821
more information
placing a 25-wore
classified tn 70 ne
papers for only $2

BUSINESS OPPC
TUNITIES

Handyman Work

CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071

360.
Storage Rentals1

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 (JR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TX:4.11IM

•

LISTING

esp*

ANDRUS Excavatin
and Septic Systems.
Dozer. back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repau
on septic systems
Now offering septe
Volk pumping. Maior
credit cards accepted
9713-0404
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ADAMS Home
ImprovemeM
Additions. Remodeling
Roofing, Vinyl Siding
laminate
Floors
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.

Parpfirea ie.
Faithroiens &

AIM
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A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

1997 Lincoln Mark VIII LSC Coupe.

-

•

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clear,
out garages, gutters
aink & tree work

JAMES R.. CASH
AUCTIONEER

OPEN HOUSE: TUESDAY, DECEMBER 7TH 5.00-7:00 PAT
VI5IT HARRISAUCTIONS.0018 FOR *ORE PHOTOS!

1850 St. Rt.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Frt. Nov. 215th, At 1:00 P.M'The Late W G Gtow, heasapple. St Estate '
1 180 SS Plt 93 Mee th, Kaattawei, K Y
Altaly I .'.4 I ,I 40 t , Itlyv ,111. KL,t1,4w.t
I .it 1.11,,, t,i'.1,11 !'0A., ,,r1t1 Mire, 10 I tvvy
Yit !UM linthl 11rtaa•.•ii TANA/ i hi iyit
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A ntique% Origami Okays,
Antique Oak Pedelleal Table - China Cabinet •
Buffet 3 Piece Bedroom Sone • Oulits • Trunks •
Side Chairs • 3 POCI.et Watches • Dim*, Be •
Rovers Silverware Set • Collectible Depression
Era Glassware - Iron Skillets • Plus An Attic
Full!' Modern Item, TV • Recliner . Sofa • End
Tables • Accent Tables • Roll Top Desk • Oak
Kitchen Chairs • Washer & Dryer • Whirlpool
Refrigerator - Chest Freezer • Microwave •
Prints • Household & Kitchen Miscellaneous
froot 1 he f al 171 Alia Barn,
JD 2555, MFWO Tractor w/Cab 4011 HOW s. JD 245
Loader 2 Remotes SN 6534514L - Land Pride RCR
2510 Pus 10 Rotary Cuter • Woad 3180 Hyd Feld
15 Rotary Cutter • 3 PI PTO Seeder • 3 Pt Sickle
Mower • JD 235 Black Gang 22 Disc • Tow Behind
Round Bale Carrier • 3 Pt Fork Attachmein • 3 Pt
Blade • 2 Row Cultivator • 7 Drag Disc - Front
Loader Hay Spear • JD *360 Hydrostatic 48Rrding Lawn Mower w/133 Hours. 'Like New •
Barnyara Miscellaneous
COMPLETE SSITt LMENT DAY DF SALE"

4
STORY 6 MORONI 4 #A04410W. "
36'X24'DETACHED SARAGE 20 XX'OFFICE4Wit(MK'
fro. IJOINLI
•

.
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroorr. Apts.
We accept Sectioe
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD el-800-648-6056

SU1

anise:flops Hight/!Nits

I BR St 2BR Ants
2711-7S3-115.56
I DD i -SOO-545-11133
Ext. 2113
f dual opeenunit,
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large. 2BR.
1.5 bath. garage. all
appliances. 1 small
indoor pet allowed.
$675 mo. 270-2271 743

......Laa............
-.,
r.,.....•......
7

• ,-... p....,..--. David's Home
( ESTATE AUCTION)Improvement

Heirs Wanted

753-2405

()BRYAN TREE
&DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated
• Free Estirnates

• Lic & Ins
270-703-'1021
270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan
A-Oa-FANG
Licensed
and
lully
insured
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227-2617

Appliance
Repair
ALL BRANDS

Ward Elkins-.
270-753-1713

INVESTORS' Sect
Apartment Comets
formerly Dan Dee
Motel Occupiedr
Greenviile, Kentuc
Furnishings & aPP
ances included wh
addatonal 5 25 cor
108(C1111 acres
$399,900 Darrel: ;
1103.5518. lorry CI
Realtors.

EuuiPmENT FOR
SALE

MEW Norwood
SAWMILLSLkimberMate-Pro h
*A3 logs 34' charn
nab boards 28' wi
Aulomated quickesacIe-sawing incr..
efficiericy up to 40'
WW* NorwocelSaw
.02m/300N 1-1300-t
'7746 Ed 300N
FINANCIAL
CASH NOW Cast
your structured set
ment or annuity pa
ments Call
J G Wentworth le
SETTLEMENT (1 -1
738-9536) Rated
by the Better Buse
Bureau
HELP WANTED
Home-Based Inten
Business: $500$1000/ month pan
time $2.000- $5.01
month full-time pot
ble. Flexible hours
Training provided
FREE details.
WWw.k348.com

Nurse Assistant
Needed! Learn on
Job. No exp OK lid
be HS Grad. Greal
& benefits while yc
train 30 days vane
bon/ yr. Money for
school Call 1-80°282-1384, 7arn5:30pm, Mon-Fn.
Travel, Work, Part)
Play, Ncw hiring 11
guys/ gals to true
fun young biz grou
NY, LA, Miami. 2
PAID Training. Hot
and transportation
tided Return guar
teed. Call today/ sl
today 1-800-245-1
INSTRUCTIONAL
Airlines Are Hinng•
Train for high payii
Aviation Career Ft
approved program
F mandril aid if qte
tied Job placemer
assistance CALL
Avration Instdute o
Maintenance 888.;

CLASSIFIEDS

‘lurrav ledger & times

hint,
s Home
vement
LC

Sudoku a a ntenber-pleang punts based on a Shi9 gnd aiah
several given numbers The "eel ie piece Me number/1110
in Om empty squares ao Ilia each row each column and each
3x3 boa contains the sante number only once Tha Meaty levet
d the Concepts Sudoliu wicreeses from Monday Sunday

SUDOKU
ConceptIs Sudoltu

Noroscope

H [hive Green

8

Free
Phone
'-0267

heti
esti•
436

A-AFFORDLoan
jos, gutters.
e work.
mil Tree
sured
E (8733)
tome —
sent
Remodeling,
Vir iyi Siding,
Flours.
vorkers comp

Excavali
tic Systeri
ick hoe, and
hoe
work
n and repair
ic systems
ering septic
hping Major
ds accepted

CE REPAIR
& PARTS
13-8726 OR
n Buten

2

173-209E1
125-5387

:K UP

ELL'S Tree
HviCe
,
removal.
rending, firesured. 489-

(,1\11.\

peoal kyr
vned/operated
• 293-2783

. Rt t21N.
-8087
k • 2.•rt 17:2
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duto:
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&
More
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le
rates.
I $15. 270-
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Ins
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Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; [Difficult

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

2053

DIVORCE with or without children $125 With
FREE name change
documents and marital
settlement agreement
Fast and easy Call us
24hrsi 7days 1-888789-0198,
www CotalDivorceSery
ice corn

ATTEND COLLEGE
Online from home
'Medical, 'Business.
'Paralegal.
'Accounting. 'Criminal
Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available Financial Aid
it qualified Call 866460-9765
www.CenturaOnline co

Reach over 1 motion
readers with one calf!
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-wora
classified in 70 newspapers for only $250

INVESTORS' Nice 12
Apartment Complexes
formerly Dan Dee
Motel 'Occupiedi"
Greenville, Kentucky
Furnishings & appio°noes included with
addrtional 5 25 commercial &Orin
1099,900 Darrel: 270903-5518, Tony Clark
Realtors.

unington.

KY 8 surrounding areas Must
haw 2 years recent
driving experience.
Call Mon-En , 9erntripm 966-270-2665
WWW bestdrivers obs
Dnvers- Flatbed
OWNER OPERATORS
Up to $1000 Sign-On
Bonus Eam $1 8,5/ mi
inorei No age
restriction on tractors/
Trailers CAST Malone
877 277-8756
www JoinMalone com

Sale' CDL Training
Starling at $19951 WIA
approved. Job place
ment assistance
Tuition reimbursement
available. Accredited
BBB Delta Career
Academy Mt Sterling,
KV 859-498-9988,
800-883-0171

Dnvers- FOOD
TANKER DRIVERS
NEEDED, OTR positions available NOW'
CDL-A w/ Tanker
Ree d Outstanding
Pay & Benefits! Call a
recruiter TODAY' 877882 6637 www oakleytransport cum

tijEw Norwood
flAWMILLSlatenberelate-Pro hendlels logs 34' diameter,
feria boards 28 wide
Auten,atect quickqicie-sawing increases
treelerey up to 10%1
Wwe NoneroodSasernas
.eorn/300N I-800-66,7746 Era 300N
FINANCIAL
CASH NOW' Cash !or
ynur structured settlement or annuity payments Call
J G Wentworth 1 -866SETTLEMENT (1-866738-8536) Rated A+
by the Better Business
ii1101111111

Home-Based Internet
Business: 850°81000/ month partWee_ $2,000- $5.000/
month lull-time possible Flexibie hoors
Training provided
FREE details
wvawk348 corn
Nurse Assistant
Needed! Loam on the
iota No exp OK Must
be HS Grad. Great pay
& benefits while you
train 30 days vacation/ yr. Money for
school. Call 1-80°282-1384, 7am5:30pm, Mon-Fri
Travel. Work. Party.
Play, Ncw hiring 18-24
guys/ gals to travel oe
turi young biz group.
NY, LA. Miami. 2 wk
PAID Training. Hotel
and transpodation provided. Return guaranteed. Call today, start
today 1-800-245.1892
INSTRUCTIONAL
Airlines Are HinngTrain tor high paying
Aviation Career FAA
approved program.
Financial aid if qualified Job placement
assistance, CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-207-

OHIO COUNTY
HUNTER S PARADISE' 153 ACRES
Road Frontage Hwy
62, 5mi. West Beaver
Dam Woods. 12 aces
Lake. & Wet Lands
Tiltable $280.000.
Darrell 270-903-5518.
Tony Clark Realtors

Drivers- Regional Van
Dnvers 35-37 cpri
based on experience
&CBS Benefits
Package Home
EVERY week CDL-A
with 1 year experience
required Gail 888-362E0608, or apply at
srem.aveetteareers.co
m Equal Opportunrty
Employer

SPORTING/SPOFITING GOODS

EQUIPMENT FOR
&ALE

Gun Show Nov. 2628 Fri 12-6, Sal. 9-5.
& Sun. 9-4 Lexington
Montage Hall (430 W
Vire St ) Buy, Sell.
Trade Into (5631927E1176

Flatbed Unvers
Needed, Home Every
Week''CSA Ready!
'Average weekly Pay
$1.000. 'Paid vacation and holidays
CDL-A with 1 year Tr T
experience 1 -888WORK-4-US
VIVIVO aventtcareers
m EOF

Play Where the
Hooter s Tour plays
Cherry Blossom Golf
Course in Georgetown.
rated the number arra
public course in
Kentucky Call 502
570-9849 for fee
times

Hiring CDL-A Solo
Drivers & Teams for
OTR1 Plenty of MHOS •
Hometimie Mr. age 23
en 24 mons exp Apply
0 wwwsummitt corn
or -866- 333-5333

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

Hornady
Transportation Miler,
Money & Home Time'
Start up to 42 cpm.
Sign-On Bonus available Great Benefits!?
Great Hometime!! OTR
expenence RiKed. No
felonies Lease pureness available 80°441-4271 sKY-100

ACT NOW, DRIVER
TRAINEES NEEDED
for TMC and WERNER Nu Experience
needed. Train in 16
days al Truck Amenca
1 raining 1st yr. Avg
.ncome $38,000
Tuition Financing
Available (502)9556388 or (8661244-3644

Owner Operators &
Company DOvers for
Louisville Lexington.
Danville area. Must
have all of the following Class-A CDL with
Tank. HazMat & 2 yrs
recent expenence.
TWIC Card, 23+ yrs.
old. Clean MVR. Usher
Transport Inc 502449-4000 x119; 80°777-2741 X119 tea
lisOushertranspcd.co
rn

CALL NOW, BIH
Trucking Company,
International Truck
Onving School Now
takIng Srudents1 No
COL, No problem,
STATE MA PROGRAM if qualified. 01
Financing available
388-780-5539
COL-A Drivers We've
Never Looked Better'
Our package ot benefits IS tho best it's ever
been Pay, Ekinuses.
MOOS, Equipment
$500 Sign-On lor
flatbed CDL•A, 6mo
OTR Western Express
888-801-5295
Don't Miss A
Paycheck, $750 Week
Gueranteed 1st 2 wits
employed' FLATBED
Excellent
Compensation. 1 yr.
OTR Class-A CDL
P0(0 888 472-0675
Or
www gicc chiefind com
Drovers Class-A
Drivers Needed Local,
Regional and OTR
runs For Louusidtler

Show the Kind of Day
Have: 5-Dynantic. 4-

The Stars

Diffau ly Levet ***

HELP WANTED
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TO FLY
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Atirray
ional Flight
ruction
t Review
eery Flight

appear because you are adventurous
enough to make them occar. You
will lind a way, tuning in to your
ingenuity Your abilities to revise a
.ittiation and reorgantie problems
allow
great deal of success, especially it you tap into an expert It
you are single. you could meet
someone who is fascinating and hes
great depth This person comes from
11 liltfere111 background than you
You could team and gnrw a lot from
this experience. It you an: attached,
the two of you benefit from planning
a special trip or taking a wiark shop
together. LE()opens doors

Answer to previous puzzle

3
9
9 3 2 1 4i
— 6
7 I
4
7
7
T6

I7-5422
)3-2643

by Jacqueline Blear

HAPPY BIRDID.AY for Friday, item to your wardrobe
Nov. 26, 2010:
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
This year, many opportunities ***** You wake up khowing that

tows
Flour Joists
g & Plumbing
axance

%1edrierefav, Nirmanber 24. 20111 • 514

Reeler, Tanker.
Flatbed Drivers
Needed' ExpenencJCi
drivers & Class-A
Commercial students
welcome' Assistance
in obtaining COL is
available Call Prime
Todayl 1-800-2499591
www pnmeinc.com
Shod Haul. Long H81.11.
Regional. Owne(
Operatorsili No force
dispatch Van height
No Touch, Baseplates
and fuel cards avsii
able. Call Anytime
502-797-1344

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calla

AR!ES (March 21-Aptil 19)
***** Y011 have an attitude as
the weekend already has begun If
you can play a out and stay home, all
THE Murray Ledger &
the better, Otherwise, you might
Times considers its
cause yourself a lot ol distress ultisour(es reliable. but
mately. Is it really worth a? Only you
inaccuracies do occur
Fleaders using this can answer that questfon Tonight.
information do so at Lot your hair down.
their own nsk Although TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
persons and compa- *** Be aware that in every situanies mentioned herein tion there are limitations Some are
ate believed to be rep- worse than others You can chp into
utable The Murray your ingenuity and sort through any
Ledger & Times, nor issue if you so choose Be honest if
any of its empioyeas you are too tired to follow through or
plans. Tonight. Happily at home.
accept any responsibil
ity whatsoever for their GEMINI(May 21 -Jun• 20)
activities
***** Keep working at getting
your point across Not everyone is
always in agreement, nor will they
ever be. Still. you are enough of a
maverick to head in your own direction Don't close down in a serious
talk. Tonight. Visit with a friend or
loved one
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Be more in touch with your
m/1.8muriayletiglir.00111
expenses and spending A partner
has many suggestions that you
might
feel
are
inappropriate.
Recognize what you really want to
do, and don't cover the act with false
explanations Tonight. Add a new
130
&mime Mod

1

you have snap, crar.kle arid pop Ask

Curio

follows you because of a key relationship whother you are with this
person or not t xpress contentment
al the appropriate moment A highertip or parent might have an athtude
This, too will
Tonight Dinner
for two
AOUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others surround you. are
in this bevy of people, you son
through what you must do and what
you cannot do A friend plays a rather
significant role. paving the way tc
make a goal a reality Tonight
Continue with the theme of teamwork
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** FocuS On getting as much
done as possible You will wan( tc
leave for the weekend able to relax
and not worry about what wasn't
done Your sense of humor emerges
when dealing with a family member
Tonight. A must appearance

BORN TODAY
Actor, singer Hobert Goulet (1933)
comedian Rich Late (1938), singer
Tina Turner t 1939)

Jacqueline Bigar Is on the Internel

limb or try sonlething very different
could take uver You need to pick
and choose where thrs behavior is

at wvew.lacquellnetigarcom.
(c) 2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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Only a certain nuntber photographs will appear because of
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NO INTEREST •
FOR 1 YEAR!!!

•NO MONEYDOWN!
•WITH PURCHASES
OM $399 MADE
DURING OUR
HOLIDAY SALE'
FRIDAY 9:00-6:00
SATURDAY 9:0-5:00
See Store for Details!
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Rocker Recliner

- $188

50%
OFF
ALL
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Sofa
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SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-D•c. 21)
***** The urge to go out on a
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CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** * A sense of togetherness

gy, intellect or luck r
now
Someone might. rino though you <ire
not uncletoatable. you II ft/0111v with
unusually dynamic ideas Tonight
Out on the town
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Fulling back and taking inventory might be smart You have rnany
rdeas, your creativity is unusually
high dunng this period You are trying to corne from a grounded point of
view Give yourself the space to
absorb what is happening and to
center Tonight Take a night off
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You know what you want
and where you aro going Honor a
longtime friendship when making
weekend plans. Still. a meeting
tcxfay could be instrumental You are
unusually dynamrc in the manner in
which you express yourself Others
listen. Tonight. Where the action is
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** A rnust appearance might not
be as difficult as you thought Open
up to new possibilities, and have an
important conversation. This talk
could change your mind about many
matters. Take your time before reacting. Tonight In the limelight

GIFT
WITH A
PURCHASE OF
'199 OR MORE!!!
Take An Oniament From
Our Tree And See What
Gift Santa Has For
Gifts Include lane
Recliner, Curio,
Accessories And Much,
Much More!

1111.alic

r

onservative financially, emotionally
a risk miran he OK Tomah, F 011ov%
the moss.

anyone if they want to test your erre,

Email us at

Lane Leather Match
Chaise
Rocker Recliner

P[

CHRISTMAS
MORATIO
,

INCLUDING
.
CHRISTMAS
TREES, • to:
ORNAMENTS,
,V CHRISTMAS FLORALS;"1
OR CHRISTMAS
ACCESSORIFS
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Reclining Sola

$499

4

kffectivr Friday, November 26th
and Saturday, November 27th.

alb
Line

,
SALE HOURS:
*FRIDAY:
9:00-6:00
'SATURDAY:
9:00-5:00
'SUNDAY:
CLOSED
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$299

Your 3 1 / Acre'SUPER STORE'

la& C
FURNITURE
3/10 Mile North of The Purchase Parkway On Hwy. 121N
Mayfield. Ky. 1-800-8214244 or(270) 247-6620
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70(44(149
•No Interest
, For 1 Year
•No Money Down
'VMS hochasec Nei '199
Made Dural Our nodal;
` Solo! Soo Store for Details'
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GIFT CERTIFICATES
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Ernie Haase & Signature Sound
Tickets On Sale Now!

Legally Blonde
Tickets On Sale Now!

Circa!
Tickets On Sale Nov. 29

National Symphony Orchestra

Tickets On Sale Dec. 9

The Pink Floyd Experience
Tickets On Sale jan. 24

The Wizard of Oz
Tickets On Sale Nov. 29

Alice in Wonderland Follies
Tickets On Sale Nov. 29

Hotel California
Tickets On Sale Jan. 24

Avenue Q
Tickets On Sale Feb. 21
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The Kentucky Arts Council, the state arts
agency, supports The Carson Center with
state tax dollars and federal funding frOM
the National Endo$Ament tor the Arts.

